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Comments by the Director General

One of the most gratifying weeks at EMBL in 1985 was
during 'September when the EMBO-EMBL Symposium
on "Growth factors, receptors and oncogenes" con-
vened. This was probably the most successful EMBO
symposium given at EMBL and numerous contributions
from both Europe and overseas demonstrated that Eu-
rope competes favourably with the rest of the world in
this field. A large contingent from EMBL participated
and benefitted from the scientific discussions and the
personal contacts. On this occasion two things became
obvious: first it was clear that EMBL has a future role
as a training and meeting centre which can enhance
communication between the national groups and be of
importance for coordinating molecular biology in Eu-
rope. Secondly, if EMBL is going to fulfill this role in
the future, it needs more adequate facilities including
a large auditorium. We were. therefore. happy to learn
that the proposal to expand our training and lecture
facilities received support from some delegations at the
last Council meeting. But the really gratifying part of
the EMBO Symposium was the intellectual spirit that
prevailed and the motivation of the scientists from both
sides of the Atlantic. who are studying the control of
growth and differentiation in mammalian cells. This
memorable week reminded me that life is not the days
that have past but the days we remember.

Biocomputing at EMBL

Claude Bernard realized as long ago as 1865 that the-
oretical medicine was gradually emerging. More than a
century later, however, the field of theoretical biology
is still not established. To define the role of theory in
biological experimentation is difficult. although everyone
agrees that all experiments require a tentative theory to
make them legitimate science rather than random obser-
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vation. Biology, following physics. must be motivated by
predictions. but as models become more mathematical
or more abstract they begin to form a separate discipline
which requires specialized training. What many of us
have experienced during the rapid growth of molecular
genetics is that information accumulates so quickly that
it is difficult to design and execute experiments by intu-
ition alone and equally difficult to ta ke account of all that
is already known. Computer storage and analysis of data
may facilitate the identification of unsolved areas and
important connections between different compartments
in the biological field. A recent committee report on
models for biomedical research by the National Research
Council in the US emphasized that the rapidly growing
information in biology can be regarded as a biological
matrix that must be available to all the experimentalists
in the molecular biology field. To take full advantage of
the matrix. there must be an interplay between good
modelling and the experiment. Not only do experiments
suggest models but the models may also induce further
experiments. I believe that such an interactive process
between computer based biology and experimentation
is likely to be important in the future and will guide
us in a predictable way. Modelling might increase the
effectiveness of experiments by defining key variables
more precisely and help us especially in protein en-
gineering. If we understand the basis of structure in
proteins and nucleic acids and fundamental patterns
of interaction between nucleotides and amino-acids we
may design better experiments than the site-directed
mutagenesis protocols based largely on trial and error
that are prevalent today.

The interaction between biocomputing and molecular
biology is therefore a necessary development for the next
decade not only to handle all the data becoming available
but also to resolve some of the major outstanding
problems. Prediction of secondary and tertiary structure
in nucleic acids. the interaction of proteins with nucleic
acids and protein folding stand out as examples not
easily attackable by experimental techniques aione.

EMBL therefore convened a workshop on biocomputing
in November 1985 to seek advice on the desirability and
structure of a strengthened programme in biocomputing.
The workshop advised us that on the scientific side



we should attempt to strengthen our Biocomputing
Programme by recruiting 2-3 theoretical biologists en-
gaged in any of the following fields: three-dimensional
modelling, molecular evolution, protein/nucleic acid in-
teraction or molecular dynamics. These recruitments
should be complemented with one or two computer sci-
entists with background in numerical or expert systems.
These group leaders will need additional staff the
total increase should not be more than 15 positions
above the present level. Once we have established the
scientific basis for this Programme, we should consider
improvements in support of and coordination between
the national European groups. The workshop pointed

to the need for network connections and
workshops for software development.

As a test case for European collaboration in biocomput-
ing, we plan to expand our Data Library. First we will
establish network connections with the major national
centres and then introduce a network bulletin board and
on-line access to our data bank. When these projects
are functional, the time may be ripe to develop analy-
sis software by inviting key participants to the EMBL
followed by interaction over the network. New software
packages especially for DNA sequence comparison, use
of the DNA library or for evolutionary studies might
be approached in this way. If we are successful in
establishing in Europe an interactive data library and
associated software, we may expand in other areas of
biocomputing following the same principles.

Concerning hardware, the workshop proposed that
EMBL should first make the VAX-cluster more versa-
tile through the addition of a local-area network and
general-purpose workstations, and then expand with
more advanced workstations for protein design and
sequence comparison as scientific needs arise. Another
recommendation was that EMBL should not plan to
purchase its own supercomputer at present, but should
investigate providing access to supercomputers located
elsewhere using high-bandwidth leased lines or network
interfaces. We shall also investigate special-purpose
hardware and especially the search machines available
for pattern recognition, which may speed up sequence
comparison. Such machines may be a natural extension
of the data bank which probably should compare every

entered sequence with the whole library. The general
conclusion of the workshop, that the scientific demand
should guide expansion on the hardware side, is a view
the Laboratory shares.

I would like to thank the members of the workshop
for providing their constructive advice and suggestions
for the future expansion of the Biocomputing Pro-
gramme. The positive outcome of this workshop com-
prising physicists, computer scientists and theoretical
and experimental biologists can definitely be used as
a counterclaim to the old proverb that if you ask a
committee to design a horse they often provide drawings
for a camel. We will use these recommendations to
present an expansion of the Biocomputing Programme
in the next Scientific Programme of EMBL which is due
in the spring of 1986.

The existing Biocomputing Programme has achieved a
great deal during 1985. The Data Library has eliminated
most of the backlog of seq uences and routi nely incorpo-
rates data entered by their GenBank collaborators. The
latest release contains more than 5.5 million nucleotides
and most new sequences are included shortly after pub-
lication. Pat Argos, who joined EMBL in 1985, is leading
a group that compares primary and secondary structure
in proteins and develops new tools for protein structure
comparison. The computer graphics is used extensively
by visitors and in-house scientists. Our VAX-cluster,
comprising one 8600 and one 11/785, is fully operational
and has eased the computer queues considerably. Steve
Provencher, who served as the coordinator for this
Programme, has unfortunately left us and we are at
present seeking a replacement.

Structural Biology

Jurg Rosenbusch who was coordinating the studies on
membrane proteins in the Biological Structures Pro-
gramme returned to the Biozentrum in Basel in spring
1985. His colleague, Frank Pattus, has, however, in
collaboration with the Centre for Biochemistry and
Molecular Biology in Marseille established an interesting
model system for analyzing pore-forming proteins in
bacteria. Using colicin A and its C-terminal fragment,
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they have studied pH dependence and membrane po-
tential of pore formation in planar lipid bilayers. Since
this protein is available in several mutant forms. the
recent crystallization at the EM BL of the C-terminal
fragment in a dimeric form without detergents may
offer a way to establish a detailed structure-fu nction
relationship for bacterial pores. Several crystals have
also been obtained of DNA and RNA binding proteins
and some are now allowing structural studies with high
resolution. Most interesting perhaps is the success-
ful crystallization of the transcription factor IliA in a
complex with 5S RNA. Although the crystals are still
small there is hope that they may be analyzed at the
synchrotron source in Hamburg. Collaboration between
the Biological Structures. Biocomputing and Cell Bio-
logy Programmes utilizing cryo-electron micrographs of
unfixed. unstained and unsupported vitrified specimens
has led to an image reconstruction of the Semliki Forest
virus. finally establishing its surface architecture and
identifying the trimeric peplomers. Collaboration with
the Biocomputing Programme in molecular graphics and
protein sequence comparison has also been strength-
ened.

Cell Biology

A functional assay has been developed to identify the
cell surface proteins involved in the formation of tight
junctions of epithelial cells. An increased electrical re-
sistance across the epithelium was observed in the
presence of intact tight junctions in cell cultures grown
on nitrocellulose filters. With this assay it was demon-
strated that polyclonal antibodies against membrane
proteins as well as their monovalent fragments could in-
hibit development of electrical resistance. A monoclonal
antibody which also has this effect was identified as
an antibody directed towards the protein. uvomorulin.
which has previously been recognized as a cell adhesion
molecule of importance for morphogenic and inductive
functions during development. These molecules seem to
be distributed over a large portion of the basolateral
plasma membrane in the epithelial cell culture system
and they might be involved in bringing the plasma
membranes close together to allow assembly of the tight
junctions.
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The successful development of a reconstituted yeast
system to study early steps of protein secretion might
aHow a combined genetic and biochemical approach
to resolve some of the outstanding questions concern-
ing membrane recognition of nascent polypeptides. At-
tempts to clone single genes coding for the compo-
nents involved in recognition of nascent protein chains
by membranes have also been successful. Protein se-
quences were obtained by high sensitivity sequence anal-
ysis and they were compared with those recovered from
expression cloning and immuno-identification through
collaboration between the Biochemical Instrumentation
and the Cell Biology Programmes.

Graham Warren left us during the year to become profes-
sor in biochemistry at Dundee University. Wieland Hut-
tner and Erich Karsenti joined the Programme as group
leaders: they have expertise in protein modification and
centrosome function during the cell cycle. respectively.
Both areas will well complement the other activities in
the Cell Biology Programme.

Differentiation

This Programme consists now of 9 groups working in
related areas and it is approaching the critical mass
required to stay in front of a rapidly moving and highly
competitive field. Several areas that are well covered are
the mechanisms of action of growth factors. receptor-
like one genes and nuclear one genes. A growing body of
evidence implicates several one gene products in cellular
differentiation in addition to their role in growth control.
The" search among the array of oncogenes for genes
involved in the commitment of a stem cell to differen-
tiate remains a challenging approach to understanding
the function of the oncogenes and in elucidating the
molecular pathways involved in cellular differentiation.

Of special interest are the results suggesting that one
of the one genes. c-fos. which previously has been im-
plicated as a controlling element in cell growth responds
to external growth factor signals at all times in the cell
cycle and is also induced during differentiation of some
cell types. Several of the results obtained at EMBL and
in other laboratories seem to indicate that such diverse



processes as neoplastic transformation, normal growth
control, cellular differentiation and regulatory mecha-
nism at both the nucleic acid and protein levels are
beginning to merge, providing a massive joint emphasis
on the central controls operating in mammalian cells.

An important area in differentiation is also develop-
mental genetics which is still descriptive and at an
early stage in mice compared to the fruit-fly. The latter
system has several developmental mutants available and
efficient means of introducing genes into the germ line.
The introduced genes are correctly expressed in the right
tissue at the right time which constitutes a powerful
approach for unravelling the control elements of the
genes and how they interact to coordinate development.
The identification of the homeotic boxes guiding the seg-
mentation pattern in fruit-flies is a recent revolutionary
addition to the tools.

In the mouse system there are few, if any, available
mutants which affect development even though the
homeotic boxes show homology over species barriers.
The technique of analyzing genes in transgenic mice
is therefore of importance in studying development of
vertebrates, especially those organs not present in in-
vertebrates, such as the immune system. Transgenic
mice have also been important in identifying DNA se-
quences that are involved in regulating tissue-specific
and temporal expression of a few genes. EMBL has
contributed to the development of new retroviral vectors
that can be used to insert single copy genes into the
mouse germ line and somatic tissues. They can also
be used as insertional mutagens into developmentally
important genes. Concurrent with the development of
the transgenic mice technique, emphasis has also been
put on embryonic stem cells to analyze gene expression
in vitro and in vivo. These cells may be useful for
determining the molecular organization of a totipotent
genome and revealing changes that occur when the cells
are stimulated to differentiate along different develop-
mental pathways.

Ottavio Fasano and Sara Courtneidge have joined the
Programme as group leaders during the year; their re-
spective expertise in signal transduction through the ras
gene in yeast and the interaction between the polyoma

T and the src gene products complements the other
groups.

Gene Structure and Regulation

This recently launched Programme is focusing on the
molecular basis for specific gene expression in human
liver, vaccinia virus and developing Xenopus embryos.
One group is studying DNA replication and protein
engineering using bacterial plasmids. The main goal of
the Programme is to contribute to progress in these
areas and at the same time develop new tools and
techniques for recombinant DNA technology. During
1985 Henk Stunnenberg and lain Mattaj joined this
Programme as group leaders providing expertise in the
vaccinia virus and the Xenopus embryo systems respec-
tively. New group leaders are being sought to strengthen
our expertise in homologous recombination and protein
engineering.

This Programme, which evolved from the Biological
Instrumentation Programme, will seek to establish col-
laborative projects with other Programmes at EMBL so
as to realize the full potential of the Laboratory. The
recent finding that controlling elements guiding Iiver-
specific expression contain several subelements which
have both positive and negative signals for expression
is of special interest. These elements do not appear to
show tissue-specificity separately but when combined
they elicit a specific response suggesting that the cis-
acting elements guiding tissue-specific expression are
dosage-dependent and do not have an all or none effect.

This Programme has also been responsible for the
organization of courses on site-directed mutagenesis for
two successive years that have been highly appreciated
by the students from many laboratories in the Member
States.

Biochemical Instrumentation

The EMBL version of a modular system allowing oligo-
nucleotide synthesis, high sensitivity protein sequencing
and peptide synthesis has now been finalized and is
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at present an essential tool for many of the in-house
projects which need oligonucleotides, protein sequences
or peptides. Extensive collaborations exist between Bio-
chemical Instrumentation and the other Programmes
within EMBL in the use of this equipment. A laboratory
of the size of EM BL needs this expertise to support
the molecular genetic field. The present combination
of machines may also be an inexpensive alternative for
outside groups. We are therefore investigating the possi-
bility of contracting out their manufacture. Several novel
features and improvements in the systems for automatic
microinjection in mammalian cells, transfer of DNA into
cells by electroporation and separation of cell organelles
with magnetic beads have been achieved during the year
and some of these systems are now close to becoming
available for outside groups. This Programme is also
trying to develop a system for automatic DNA sequenc-
ing using both radioactive and fluorescent probes. The
organic chemistry group helps to synthesize our own
fluorescent probes, oligonucleotide probes that can be
used in electron microscopy and it has also improved the
methods for addition and removal of protecting groups
during oligonucleotide synthesis.

Physical Instrumentation

As we reported last year several of the projects in-
cluding the cryo-STEM, the confocal laser microscope
and the 2D-detectors for protein patterns and x-ray
crystallography have been completed to the stage where
the physicists are satisfied with the solutions but we
have difficulties in providing them in a form attractive
to the biologists. Unlike the biochemical instruments
which are in great demand by the users immediately
after development, the physical instruments require a
further step of development before they attract the
attention of the biologists. Perhaps this reflects the
fact that the biochemical instruments are less complex
and designed to solve a specific biological problem but
the physical instruments introduce new technology that
must be adapted and modified before their applicability
becomes evident. We must, therefore, develop a team of
engineers and biologists who are able to bridge the gap
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between construction and application. We have, in other
words, to strengthen our capacity to transfer physical
instruments to biology. A collaboration set up between
the Biological Structures and Physical Instrumentation
Programmes is now attempting to bridge this gap for the
cryo-STEM and for the 2D-detectors for x-ray crystallo-
graphy. We may soon have both of these instruments in
an attractive form for the molecular biologists. A collab-
orative project with the Biozentrum on the cryo-STEM
may also help to evaluate its potential. Recently we have
experienced an increasing interest from Cell Biology for
the confocal microscope and an interest from scientists
outside the Laboratory for the flatbed 2D-gel electro-
phoresis detector which hopefully will supply incentive
for further user-friendly development.

A major part of our resources in the mechanical work-
shop in Heidelberg has during the year been used to con-
struct several of the parts necessary for the remodelling
of the beam-lines in the EMBL-bunker at the Hamburg
Outstation.

The EMBL has received several requests both from our
Member States and from scientists to put more empha-
sis on physical instrumentation than we have done in
recent years. We have been asked many times to inves-
tigate whether a recently introduced physical technique
or an instrument primarily designed for physical studies
may have an applicability in molecular biology. These
questions, emanating from the Agreement establishing
the Laboratory which puts emphasis on investments in
expensive instrumentation not available at the national
level would, if answered properly, require a considerable
expertise in physics to which we do not have access
with our limited staff. We must, therefore, ask the
biophysicists, who constitute only a small fraction of the
molecular biologists in our Members States, to prepare
a detailed proposal for developments in this area. The
EMBL is, of course, prepared to have such proposals
carefully investigated by the Physical Instrumentation
Programme and the SAC. This procedure may hope-
fully lead to new and worthwhile projects in Physical
Instrumentation.



The Outstations

The Hamburg Outstation was reviewed in 1985 and the
scientific achievements were recognized and praised in
some instances. The review board also provided rec-
ommendations concerning the personnel structure and
proposed an increase in staff within the Outstation. On
the hardware side they emphasized that wigglers should
be tested and, if useful, additional wiggler beam-lines
should be considered. A close cooperation between the
German host laboratory and the Outstation in building
beam lines was favoured anda coordination of the de-
tector development within EMBL was proposed. Based
on this review the Hamburg Outstation will have from
1986 four group leaders responsible for time-resolved
studies, EXAFS, crystallography and instrumentation.
They have among themselves elected a speaker admin-
istratively responsible for the Outstation until a head
of the Outstation can be identified. During the year
Keith Wilson was recruited to lead the crystallography
projects at the Hamburg Outstation.

The group leaders for the three Max-Planck groups have
now been appointed and hopefully all groups together
may establish a critical mass in structural biology at
the Outstation. The review board, in agreement with
the EMBL, emphasized that the control of the beam
lines and their equipment must be the responsibility of
the EMBL and its priority committee.

EMBL was also asked to follow closely the development
of the European Synchrotron Source and to investigate
ways for collaboration. We plan to do this as soon as
the site for this source has been firmly decided.

The Grenoble Outstation has lost several of its staff
during the year and is currently recruiting replacements.

The new beam-line for neutron diffraction and the com-
puter graphics work station, both established as col-
laborative projects with the Institut Laue-Langevin, are
now operational. The application of the low resolution
neutron crystallography technique has already helped
to determine the organization of the RNA moiety in
two plant viruses and provided a low resolution model
of a membrane protein, the matrix porin. Both nucleic
acid-protein interaction and membrane proteins are also
the central themes in the Biological Structures Pro-
gramme in Heidelberg. A combined effort using neu-
tron, x-ray crystallography and the synchrotron source
may together with biochemistry and molecular genetics
generate an exceptionally strong Biological Structures
Programme at the EMBL.

In conclusion the build-up phase of the EMBL has now
been completed and several of the goals identified in
the Scientific Programme from 1982 have been or are
close to being reached. There is, however, still room
for improvements both in the scientific and administra-
tive programmes of EMBL. The Director-General has
accepted an invitation to serve for an additional 3-year
period, until 1990, and he has also been asked to present
a new Scientific Programme in 1986. While critically
evaluating the work of the Laboratory during 1985, it
became evident that both successes and failures could
be registered. The Laboratory is, however, on its way
to becoming internationally recognized and has a firm
position on the map of European science. Faced with the
problem of establishing a centre of excellence one can
only console oneself with the words of Samuel Butler:
liThe forest would be very quiet if no other birds were
singing than the very best" .

L. Philipson
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EMBL as a Training and Meetings Centre

"Each time I come here it feels more and more like Cold
Spring Harbor" was the spontaneous judgement of one
of the participants at the workshop on "Approaches to
Genome Analysis" that was held at EMBL in October
1985. The person in question was well able to judge
because before returning home to work in London he
was. for several years. on the staff of the Cold Spring
Harbor Laboratory. which has had a special significance
for American molecular biology since the days of the
phage group meetings in the 1940s. To be likened to it.
as a centre for the exchange of ideas and the teaching
of advanced techniques. was no small compliment to
the EMBL. From the end of June onwards. as course
followed course. with the most successful EMBO Sym-
posium to date intercalated in mid September. and the
workshop in early October. it became obvious that the
EMBL does indeed have the potential to become a Eu-
ropean centre for advanced training courses and meet-
ings. Moreover. many molecular biologists throughout
Europe would argue that that would be one of the most
important and direct services that the Laboratory could
provide to those in national laboratories. A series of
excellent courses and meetings throughout the summer
at Heidelberg provides a valuable intellectual stimulus to
the many in Europe who do not have the chance to at-
tend Gordon Conferences. Cold Spring Harbor meetings
and courses and the like in the USA.

The numbers involved are beginning to speak for them-
selves. At the eight practical courses at EMBL in 1985
(Plate 1). which are listed on page 103, there was a total
of 149 "students". many of whom in fact are estab-
lished faculty members at their own institutes. from 18
countries including all of the Member States of EMBL.
When one adds to that the course instructors from
outside EM BL and the guest lecturers at the courses
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the total reaches 200. The Symposium on "Growth
Factors. Receptors and Oncogenes" brought more than
200 guests (Plate 2) and the workshop another 60. In
other words close to 500 visitors came to EMBL to
participate in one capacity or another in the summer
programme.

While it is stimulating to have a continuous flow of
visitors through the Laboratory the level reached in
1985 began to saturate the facilities available and drew
attention to a major shortcoming of the Laboratory.
Without an adequate auditorium and associated facil-
ities for poster sessions EMBL will not be able to fulfill
one of its natural roles, and one which those in national
laboratories value and wish to see fulfilled. The only
lecture room at EMBL seats less than 100 people in
an ill-ventilated and acoustically mediocre environment.
Even when there are no courses going on it is inade-
quate. When. for example. a Tuesday lecture by an em-
inent speaker is announced in neighbouring institutes in
Heidelberg the competition for seats is such that either
staff members give up and go back upstairs to their
laboratories or visitors from the University. Max-Planck-
Institutes and the DKFZ resign themselves to driving
back downhill having seen and heard nothing. When it
comes to the poster sessions during the symposium the
corridor on the second floor with some 40 posters and
a couple of hundred trying to read and discuss them
comes to resemble the London Underground at rush
hour, and the Library is effectively isolated. By contrast
to the situation at EMBL the Cold Spring Harbor Lab-
oratory has just opened a new auditorium seating 360
people and will use its old auditorium for poster sessions
amongst other things. There is certainly the potential for
EMBL to become a European meetings centre, but the
Laboratory must now decide its priorities. If becoming a
focal point for advanced training courses and meetings
is one of them, a proper auditorium for lectures and
poster sessions is essential.

The physical facilities set one limitation to significant
further growth: a second is the range of expertise in-
house. The scientific staff at EMBL has played a crucial
role in the summer practical courses to date. In both.
1984 and 1985 all but one of the practical courses were
organized by EMBL staff members who have cheerfully



PLATE 1

Micro-InJecting tissue-cultured cells during the course
IIMlcrolnJectlon and Electro-transfectlon of Cells"
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PLATE 2

Quest1on1ng a speaker dur1ng the Sympos1um on
"Growth Factors, Receptors and Oncogenes"
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accepted that teaching the advanced techniques and
systems with which they are familiar, or which they have
developed, is an obligation that they owe their colleagues
in national laboratories. However, if the Laboratory over
the long run is to have each year a flourishing summer
course programme it must increasingly rely on guest
instructors from national laboratories, to which it can
offer teaching laboratory facilities. The 1986 Cold Spring
Harbor course programme offers 13 practical courses
of which only two will have in-house staff members as
organizing instructors: the remaining 11 will be taught
by outside faculty. While EMBL should probably in the
near future continue to rely on its own staff to organize
and teach a majority of the summer courses it must
move away from the present 7:1 ratio albeit not as far
as 2:11. We can draw on our own intellectual capital for
so long but then we must attract outside instructors.
A modest further step in this direction will be made in
1986. Six of the eight courses planned at EMBL will
again be sponsored by the EMBO and two of them
will be organized by instructors from German national
laboratories.

For a successful programme of courses taught by guest
instructors there are some essential prerequisites. First
the visiting instructors must be able to rely on a properly
equipped teaching laboratory backed up by adequate
technical assistance. While much of the major equip-
ment needed for courses can be borrowed from in-house
groups, there has to be a core of basic equipment,
often individually small items but in aggregate a not
insignificant investment, that belongs to the teaching
laboratory. If immediately prior to each course the in-
house groups have to be cajoled into parting with a piece
of their equipment for two to three weeks, or an item
they borrowed from the teaching laboratory during the
previous autumn and winter and have come to regard
as their own, resentment instead of cooperation is gen-
erated. Likewise one cannot expect guest instructors,
who have agreed to come to EMBL to teach a course, to
have to hunt for missing items. As EMBL becomes more
dependent on guest instructors we must progressively
invest in a pool of equipment in the teaching laboratory,
and also have a small number of technical assistants
whose prime responsibility during the summer is to
service the courses.

In the USA the tuition, board and lodging fee for
a 2-3 week practical course is often in the range of
$1000 to $1500. The policy of both the EMBO and
the EMBL is not to charge a tuition fee for course
participants from universities and non-profit institutes.
The participants are responsible for providing their own
fare to Heidelberg, but once at the course the most
they are asked to pay is a contribution to their meals
and accommodation costs. The philosophy behind this
policy is that participation in the courses should not
be dependent on a participant's ability to raise from
national sources a substantial tuition fee. We do not
wa nt to ration pi aces by the ability to pay fees. As a
result the practical courses are far from financially self
supporting.

So far most of the courses at EMBL have been funded
by the EMBO, a few have been funded by FEBS and a
few by EMBL itself. The EMBO believes that it should
initiate and support practical courses at EMBL and
promote the cooperation between the two organizations,
but there has to be a limit to the EMBO support and
it has been reached. Six EMBO sponsored courses a
year at EMBL represent a third of EMBO's practical
course programme. While it is important that EMBO
and EMBL collaborate in this way, it is essential that
the majority of EMBO courses be held in nationallabo-
ratories. Only by holding courses in national laboratories
can the full range of expertise in Europe be drawn
upon. Courses and workshops often lead to the setting
up of collaborative projects between laboratories and
they provide valuable recruiting grounds. They also give
an intellectual stimulus to the host institution. For the
EMBL all this means that unless new sources of outside
funds in addition to the EMBO and FEBS are found any
growth in the course programme will have to be funded
by the Laboratory itself: the budgets are not large, about
DM 30,000 per course, and the money is well spent
and directly benefits national laboratories. Furthermore
as the Laboratory comes to rely increasingly on guest
instructors, it clearly becomes more important for it
to be able to underwrite the courses' finances. If it
is able to do that, the Laboratory has a much greater
chance of persuading guest instructors to sacrifice their
time and energy by organizing and teaching a course in
Heidelberg.
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Practical courses provide intensive training on a specific
topic over a short period, postdoctoral fellowships pro-
vide training over the longer term that not only equips
a person with particular technical expertise but, even
more importantly, molds his or her way of thinking about
and then tackling experimentally scientific questions.
The Laboratory continues to attract many postdoc-
toral fellows from all over Europe and from overseas.
In 1985 as in previous years it received, for example,
more EMBO long-term fellows than any other single
laboratory. Ten of the 20 who applied for new EMBO
fellowships were successful as were 8 of the 9 EMBO
fellows at EMBL who applied for first renewals. Since
during 1985 the overall success rate of those who applied
for new EMBO fellowships fell to 27% the Laboratory's
applicants fared twice as well as the average. It would,
of course, be misleading to give the impression that
most postdoctoral fellows at EMBL relied on EMBO
for support. In fact the EMBO fellows are less than a
third of the total. There are at EMBL fellows supported
by the EEC, the WHO and many national agencies both
public and private. The decision by the DFG in Bonn to
consider EM BL extraterritorial, and therefore to allow
German nationals to apply for fellowships at EMBL,
which is also EMBO's policy, was particularly welcome.
Since a steady flow of postdoctoral fellows is crucial to
both the success of the Laboratory's in-house research
and its role as a European training centre, every source
of fellowships is valuable.

At a time when the competition for postdoctoral fel-
lowships awarded by outside agencies is mounting the
ability of the Laboratory to provide a relatively small
number of these fellowships from its own budget as-
sumes increasing importance. It allows the Laboratory
to help new groups establish a critical mass quickly,
to rescue the very good candidates who just failed to
obtain outside support, for example from the EMBO,
and to fund for a few months those between fellowships
or needing a limited period to complete a project. As the
programme coordinators and group leaders are wont to
point out, unlike their colleagues in national laboratories
or in the USA they do not hold grants which include
funds for postdoctoral fellows.' In this situation the
fellowships available centrally through the Laboratory's
budget provide an essential element of flexibility.
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In September 1985 a third class of predoctoral fellows
began work in Heidelberg: they had been interviewed
and selected in April. Since the predoctoral programme
began in 1983 at the Laboratory in Heidelberg 21 fel-
lowships have been awarded to 8 British, 7 German,
2 French, 2 Italian and Dutch and Belgian graduate
students. This distribution reflects to a considerable
extent the distribution of applications that are received.
In the three years since 1983 there have been consis-
tently many more applicants from the United Kingdom
and the Federal Republic of Germany than from the
other Member States of the EMBL and EMBC. The
programme was again advertised in Nature in November
and December 1985 and posters were distributed to
the EMBO membership. Selection of the 1986 fellows
will be made in April and they will begin work at the
Laboratory in September. Towards the end of 1986 and
in 1987 those who began in 1983 will be obtaining their
Ph.D. degrees. The programme will then have reached
its steady state with about 28 predoctoral fellows at
various stages of their projects at EMBL in Heidelberg.

Given the various residence and academic requirements
for Ph.D. students set by the many universities in the
different Member States, the Laboratory has in practice
been obliged to register its students with many different
universities and also the Council for National Academic
Awards in the U.K. Such individual ad hoc arrangements
seem to be the only solution to the problem since the
Laboratory cannot award its own degrees. It is for the
same pragmatic sort of reasons that the two outstations
recruit their own graduate students.

EMBL is now providing research training at three lev-
els, to postdoctoral and predoctoral fellows and to
summer visitors at the courses. As already mentioned
the predoctoral programme is close to its steady-state
level. The Laboratory will continue to encourage more
postdoctoral fellows to compete for fellowships offered
by international and national agencies. Any increase
in the number of postdoctoral fellows should primarily
depend on their success in open competitions for sup-
port. Concerning the summer course programme, 1985
was a particularly significant year for the Laboratory. It
proved that EM BL has great potential as a European
centre for these activities which are of direct benefit



to the molecular biologists in national laboratories. It
is fair to say that no other laboratory in Europe would
contemplate holding eight such courses in quick suc-
cession in one summer. On the other hand the 1985
programme also revealed the saturation point of the
present physical facilities and drew to the maximum on
the Laboratory's scientific staff. For these reasons the
programme planned for 1986 will be the same level as
that in 1985. If, however, the Laboratory had available
better equipped and serviced teaching laboratories and,
what is even more important, an auditorium, the sum-
mer programme could certainly be expanded with the
help of guest instructors and organizers. EMBL realizes
that the construction of an auditorium and associated
facilities is a major investment but it hopes that it is not
alone in believing that such an investment would in the
long run pay handsome dividends. To have in Heidelberg
a course and meetings centre on a par with those in the
USA would be of great long term significance to the
community of molecular biologists in Europe.

J. Tooze
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Cell Biology

Among the life sciences, molecular genetics has been so
successful that it almost does away with the rest of the
organism. If this seems exaggerated, then read Richard
Dawki n'saccoun t of the basi s of Iife in"'The Sel fi sh
Gene". Only genes count. The organisms specified by
genes during development from a fertilized egg are
reduced to mere "'survival machines". Their only role
is to keep the genes intact for further replication or, as
expressed in a famous aphorism, "'The hen is the egg's
way to make another egg." .

Molecular genetics certainly forms the basis for the life
sciences and it also provides powerful tools for the study
of cellular function. However, it is obvious that we have
to go beyond the genes to understand the molecular
basis of life. The cell is the basic unit of life, and
in order to obtain a more comprehensive view of how
organisms function we need to learn more about cellular
organization and function.

This is the gap that the Cell Biology Programme is
trying to fill. Every animal cell is divided into different
compartments. The cellular components are continu-
ously renewed by newly synthesized proteins and lipids.
These are usually made in one site of the cell and have
to be delivered to their destination inside or outside
the cell by essentially unknown mechanisms. Research
in the Cell Biology Programme has been focused on
the distribution system which starts in the endoplasmic
reticulum (ER) and delivers proteins and lipids to the
nuclear membrane, the Golgi complex, the Iysosomes,
the cell surface and for export from the cell.

Proteins which are transferred into the ER have sig-
nal sequences. These address tags mediate the bind-
ing during translation to the signal recognition particle
which, in turn, docks the ribosome with the nascent
polypeptide chain to the ER via the docking protein.
A second type of signal is used by those proteins
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which become anchored into the ER membrane to stop
transfer of the complete polypeptide chain into the
lumen. Secretory proteins on the other hand, which
lack this stop-transfer signal, are transferred across the
membrane into the lumen of the ER. The features which
characterize signal and stop-transfer sequences have
been delineated further using in vitro mutagenesis and
transcription-translation assays. One remarkable feature
in the recognition of signal sequences is the surprising
lack of exact chemical specificity. The elucidation of
the mechanism involved might reveal new insights into
macromolecular specificity.

This mechanism can now be studied in a new assay.
It has been possible to construct an in vitro assay
for membrane translocation using yeast cell compo-
nents. The advantage of yeast cells for such studies
comes from their superior genetics as compared to other
eukaryotic cells. It is hoped that the combination of
molecular genetics with biochemistry will bring insights
into the detailed mechanism of protein transfer across
membranes.

Another example of insertion of a protein into a mem-
brane is the interaction of complement protein (9 with
the cell surface membrane. The C9 circulates in the
blood and when the complement system is activated this
protein causes a lesion in the target cell surface that kills
the cell by lysis. The mechanism of (9 insertion into the
membrane is being analyzed by a combined recombinant
DNA and immunological approach. It will be interesting
to see whether this process has anything in common
with protein insertion into the ER. This latter process is
not a continuous transfer concomitant with translation
as commonly assumed. The most recent results at the
EMBL suggest that rather large segments of already
formed polypeptide chains are inserted into the mem-
brane in one movement.

After insertion into the ER, proteins that are destined
for other organelles pass through a compartment, called
transitional elements, before reaching the Golgi com-
plex. Insight into the structure and function of this com-
partment has been provided by the use of a coronavirus
which buds into this organelle before moving on to the
next station of the pathway.



One major advance during 1985 has been the realization
that the last compartment of the Golgi apparatus may
be the crucial one for sorting of membrane traffic.
This compartment is located on the distal side of the
Golgi stack and is postulated to function in the sorting
of lysosomal, secretory and cell surface proteins into
separate carrier vesicles which take them to their final
destinations. This organelle has been named the trans-
Golgi network because it forms a tubular membrane
network on the trans-side of the Golgi stack. The trans-
Golgi network was probably what Camillo Golgi mostly
saw when he discovered the Golgi apparatus in 1898,
and it corresponds to what has been called GERL (Golgi
endoplasmic reticulum lysosome) by other investigators.
Studies here and elsewhere have shown that the trans-
Golgi network is involved in the terminal steps of N-
linked glycosylation: recent studies here suggest that
tyrosine-sulfation of secretory proteins also occurs in
this organelle. The trans-Golgi network may be one of
the most important cross-points for membrane traffic in
the animal cell.

The cytoplasm of a cell contains numerous cables cross-
ing the cell in different and often carefully specified
directions. These cables form the cytoskeleton and their
function is poorly defined. Microtubules seem to play
an important role in intracellular transport. They also
seem to be involved in the establishment of cell polarity
as well as in the movement and spatial distribution of
different organelles. Studies are under way to charac-
terize the molecular components involved in the move-
ment of membrane vesicles carrying proteins to the cell
surface from the trans-Golgi network. Virus membrane
proteins are used to map the pathway. Visualization
is done with image intensifying aids connected to the
fluorescent microscope. The microtubules in the cell are
organized by centrosomes. Their molecular composition
is essentially unknown. Assays are being worked out to
study centrosome function and microtubule assembly
using frog eggs as the model system.

The forward direction of membrane traffic from the ER
ending at the cell surface would deplete the intracellular
membrane compartments of their membranes if this loss
was not replenished by a compensating backward traffic
of membrane. The membrane vesicles mediating traffic
in both directions must both recognize and selectively
fuse with their target compartments. The recycling of
membrane has been studied best at the cell surface
where the backward traffic is called endocytosis. The
endocytosed membrane vesicles are delivered to the
endosomes, another organelle, which was first defined
by the use of viral probes at the EMBL, and char-
acterized as receptosomes by independent studies at
NIH. A cell-free assay for studying endocytosis has now
been constructed. Such assays will play an important
role in defining the molecular machinery involved in
membrane traffic. One outstanding problem is how to
isolate organelles for such studies from the cell. The few
in vitro assays that exist to date for studying membrane
traffic have made use of crude membrane preparations.
At the EMBL a sustained effort is directed towards im-
proving the efficiency of current methods. New methods
employing antibody specificity and magnetic beads have
allowed the isolation of endosomes, bound to beads,
which function in the in vitro assay.

Most of the research in the Cell Biology Programme
concerns itself with questions of intracellular organi-
zation. Studies have been also initiated to investigate
intercellular organization. How are cells organized to
form tissues? Epithelial organization is being studied
to address such questions. Dog kidney cells are used as
the experimental system. This work is beginning to give
insights into how the polarized cell surface is assembled.
Again viral probes are leading the way. Also protein
previously known as uvomorulin has been identified as
a component of the diffusion barrier between the cells
in an epithelial sheet.

K. Simons
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Differentiation

The world-wide explosion in oncogene research contin-
ued during 1985. The EMBO Symposium in September
impressively demonstrated that these efforts have led to
a fusion of such diverse fields as cell biology, growth con-
trol, differentiation and cancer. The picture emerging is
that most if not all of the known 30-40 proto-oncogenes
encoded in every cell are directly involved in growth
regulation and possibly differentiation, and/or other
specific cellular functions. The growth of a normal cell
is strictly regulated by polypeptide growth factors that
bind to the corresponding receptor on the cell surface as
illustrated in the scheme below (Plate 3). The activated
receptor transduces the signal into the cell's interior,
often leading to the activation of protein kinase-C and to
the transient expression of nuclear proteins, culminating
in the onset of DNA synthesis and cell division. The
intracellular pathways of signal transduction consist of
a complicated network of regulatory mechanisms, the
elucidation of which promises to keep investigators busy
for years to come. Hypothetically, any growth factor
or growth factor receptor gene can be considered as
a proto-oncogene that may exert transforming effects
if deregulated or inappropriately expressed. Examples
shown in the scheme are the sis oncogene that corre-
sponds to the gene encoding the B chain of plate!et-
derived growth factor (PDGF) and the erbB oncogene
that corresponds to a truncated form of the epidermal
growth factor (EGF) receptor. Other oncogenes fall into
the category of putative signal transducers and still
others into that of nuclear proteins.

At the EMBL different types of oncogenes that function
at the various levels indicated on Plate 3 are being
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studied with respect to their effects on growth control
and differentiation in tissue culture. Many of the projects
on oncogenes involve the use of retroviruses as vectors
which can be used to infect efficiently a variety of cell
types. In addition extensive reconstructions of the natu-
rally occurring virus strains by recombinant DNA tech-
niques are sometimes necessary to obtain the appropri-
ate tools. Other areas of interest within the Programme
include oncogene cooperativity in haematopoietic cells,
tissue specificity of viral long terminal repeats (LTRs)
and stem cell differentiation in vivo.

The following sections summarize some of the major
activities of the Programme in 1985.

Induction of gene expression in
growth factor-stimulated fibroblasts

Treatment of quiescent 3T3 fibroblasts with serum
induces DNA synthesis within 10-12 hours, followed
by cell division. Based on the work of Pledger, Stiles
and others, the serum growth factors responsible for
this effect have been divided into "competence" and
"progression" factors. After a short exposure of 3T3
cells to a "competence" factor (e.g., platelet-derived
growth factor, PDGF) the cells become "competent"
for cell division, so that after subsequent treatment
with a "progression" factor (e.g., platelet-poor plasma,
PPP) they proceed through G1 to reach the S-phase.
Treatment of non-competent cells with PPP alone has
no effect on the'· growth state of the cells. Several
recent findings in the groups of Rodrigo Bravo and
Rolf Muller now provide evidence for a role of the
c-fos gene in the induction of competence. (1) C-fos
gene expression is induced by competence but not by
progression factors. (2) 3T3 fibroblasts can be made
competent by scratching a "wound" in a confluent
cell monolayer. Here again c-fos is induced specifically
in the cells proximal to the wound. (3) Induction of
competence can occur at different times during the cell
cycle and is always accompanied by the induction of
c-fos. In all cases induction of c-fos (and c-mye) is
transient, but the cells remain competent even after the
levels of c-fos and c-mye expression have decreased to
those in quiescent cells, suggesting that both gene pro-



PLATE 3

Scheme ll1ustratlng the growth regulatlon of mammalian
cells andfevels at whlch dlfferent oncogenes have been
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ducts are not required to maintain the competent state.
However. v-fos transformed cells are not competent,
indicating that in the induction of competence c-fos may
act in concert with other gene products.

Another nuclear protein induced by serum in quiescent
3T3 cells, studied by Rodrigo Bravo's group, is "cyclin" .
This protein is expressed later than c-fos and c-mye.
immediately before the onset of the S-phase. A con-
tinuation of earlier work has revealed that cyclin can be
induced in the presence of DNA synthesis inhibitors, but
that its nuclear distribution depends on DNA synthesis.
Furthermore, expression of cyclin correlates with cell
proliferation and not transformation. However, a func-
tion for this protein still remains to be discovered.

Receptor-like oncogenes:
further studies on v-erbB

The erbB gene of the avian erythroblastosis virus rep-
resents a truncated version of the EGF receptor gene.
ErbB not only lacks essentially all of the sequences en-
coding the factor-binding domain but is also truncated in
the cytoplasmic domain. The introduction of erbB into
animals via a retrovirus vector induces both erythroblas-
tosis and sarcomas and leads to the transformation of
the corresponding cells in vitro. Deletion analysis of the
erbB gene indicates that the core tyrosine kinase domain
is essential for transformation. Surprisingly, studies
done in the groups of Bjorn Vennstrom and Hartmut
Beug indicate that certain deletions at the 3' end abolish
its transforming capacity in erythroblasts but not in
fibroblasts, while another type of erbB mutation that is
presently being studied has the opposite effect. These
observations suggest that erythroblasts and fibroblasts
respond in different ways to the mitogenic signals of
v-erbB.

Regulatory proteins:
the activation of pp60c-src

The c-src gene and the EGF receptor gene are similar in
that they share extensive sequence homology and both
encode proteins with tyrosine kinase activity. However,
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they differ in that pp60c-src . the protein encoded by
the c-src gene, does not contain an extracellular ligand-
binding domain. Furthermore, while the tyrosine kinase
activity of the EGF receptor is activated through binding
of EGF, the mechanism(s) responsible for activating
pp60c-src in normal cells is unknown. Experimentally,
c-sre kinase can be activated by mutations or deletions,
alterations which at the same time may activate its
transforming capacity. These alterations are, of course,
non physiological and do not provide insights into pos-
sible regulatory mechanisms occurring in normal cells.
Recent experiments performed by Sara Courtneidge
and by others have provided some interesting clues to
the mechanism. They found that the tyrosine kinase
activity of pp60c-src is increased to-tOO-fold in cells
transformed by polyoma virus. More specifically, it is
now clear that the polyoma-encoded middle-T antigen
associates with pp60c-src and apparently by inhibiting
the phosphorylation of pp60c-src at a critical tyrosine
residue leads to its activation. This raises the intrigu-
ing possibility that middle-T mimics a normal cellular
regulation protein (perhaps a receptor which does not
contain a cytoplasmic tyrosine kinase domain) capable
of forming a complex with pp60c-src . The search for
such a cellular protein is one of the main goals of Sara
Courtneidge's newly established group at the EMBL.

Signal transducer-type oncogenes:
function of ras in yeast

Although definitive evidence is still lacking. the GTP-
binding p2t protein encoded by ras proto-oncogenes and
by their mutated transforming alleles is widely assumed
to playa key role in signal transduction. To simplify
biochemical and genetic analysis of the ras gene family.
several groups have turned to baker's yeast which has
been shown to contain two ras-related loci. Wigler's
work demonstrated that in this system the Ras proteins
lead to a modulation of the adenylate cyclase system,
which appears to be one of the pathways controlling cell
proliferation in this organism. In an extension of this
work the newly established group of Ottavio Fasano de-
veloped temperature-sensitive mutants of the ras-2 gene
of yeast and isolated revertants containing compen-
satory mutations in loci other than ras. These mutants



should be useful for identifying targets of Ras proteins
as well as possible additional regulatory proteins in the
adenylate cyclase pathway.

Nuclear-type oncogenes:
Regulation of c-fos expression

As mentioned above, stimulation of fibroblasts with
certain growth factors induces the transient expres-
sion of the c-los and c-myc genes. Earlier studies by
Rolf Muller and others have shown that c-fos is also
highly expressed in extraembryonal tissues and that
it accumulates during the terminal differentiation of
myelomonocytic cells. Continuation of this work has
led to the finding that c-fos expression is regulated
by external, tissue-specific factors in both these cell
types. In addition, possible regulatory domains within
and upstream from the c-fos gene were identified by
mapping DNase I hypersensitive sites and by studying
the properties of altered c-fos genes reintroduced into
fibroblasts. The picture which is emerging is rather
complex but suggests that an enhancer-like element
located in the 5' flanking sequences of c-fos is involved
in growth factor inducibility, an observation which is in
agreement with results obtained in other laboratories.

Oncogene cooperativity

Three of the naturally occurring avian leukemia viruses
have acquired two oncogenes during evolution. Since
these viruses were originally isolated on the basis of
their high oncogenic activity, and since each pair of
oncogenes is derived from different chromosomal loci,
it appears safe to assume that both oncogenes con-
tribute to the pathogenic potential of these viruses.
Earlier studies with the v-erbA, v-erbB-containing avian
erythroblastosis virus indeed showed that v-erbB is the
main transforming oncogene but that, although v-erbA
on its own does not have any transforming activity,
it can enhance the erythroid (and possibly fibroblast)
transforming potential of v-erbB. Continuation of these
studies in the groups of Thomas Graf, Hartmut Beug
and Bjorn Vennstrom has shown that v-erbA can en-
hance the transformed phenotype induced by other

tyrosine kinase-encoding oncogenes in erythroid cells.
These findings suggested that the v-erbA protein acts
to "amplify" the tyrosine kinase signal. possibly by a
direct interaction. This hypothesis became untenable
with the finding that a chicken retrovirus construct
containing the v-Ha-ras gene (encoding a GTP-binding
protein) can transform chick erythroid cells and that the
transformation of these cells can also be enhanced by
the introduction of v-erbA. The recent finding by others,
that v-erbA shows some sequence homologies to steroid
receptor genes, raises the possibility that both types of
genes act by similar mechanisms, a possibility that is
cu rrently bei ng tested.

Another instance of oncogene cooperativity was ana-
lyzed in Thomas Graf's group. Haematopoietic cells
of the myelomonocytic lineage can be transformed by
v-myb and v-myc oncogenes without abrogating growth
factor requirement (see also Annual Report 1984). How-
ever, superinfection of these cells with viruses -contain-
ing tyrosine kinase oncogenes induces factor indepen-
dence and autocrine growth. Recent studies showed that
v-Ha-ras is also capable of inducing factor indepen-
dence, thus raising the possibility that a cooperativity
between activated myb and myc genes on the one hand
and ras genes on the other is a mechanism that is
relevant for the genesis of myeloid leukemias.

Retroviruses as tools to study
tissue-specific enhancers

Many of the retroviruses which are studied within the.
Programme contain oncogenes. In addition, other on-
going projects involve the study of retroviruses which
do not contain oncogenes and do not transform cells
in vitro but still induce neoplasms after prolonged pe-
riods of latency. Interestingly, some of these viruses
cause specific types of neoplasms. For example, the
Friend leukemia virus (FLV) is known to cause ery-
throleukemia while Moloney leukemia virus (MoLV)
causes predominantly lymphomas. Today, it is thought
that these viruses transform by an LTR insertion-type
mechanism. That is, during random integration into
the host genome, the viral LTRs may be placed in
the vicinity of a proto-oncogene which consequently
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becomes activated. A comparative analysis of the viral
LTR enhancer regions from FLV and MoLV performed in
Patrick Charnay's group may now at least in part explain
the lineage specificity of viral leukemogenesis in these
systems. When the cat gene (as a marker) was placed
under the control of one or the other viral enhancer and
its activity studied in various cell types, it was found
that the FLV enhancer is specifically active in erythroid
cells while that from MoLV is active in both erythroid
and lymphoid cells but not in HeLa cells. Since the LTRs
of these two viruses are very similar it should now be
possible to delineate the precise sequences responsible
for tissue specificity.

Retroviruses as tools to study
mouse development

One of the most powerful approaches to studying the
regulation of eukaryotic genes in vivo is to transfer
genes into various stem cells including the germ cells,
and to study their fate following reintroduction into an
animal. Again, the most efficient method of introducing
eukaryotic genes into such cells is the use of retrovirus
vectors. Erwin Wagner's group in collaboration with
the Basel Institute for Immunology has been able to
introduce stably a vector containing the gene encoding
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neomycin resistance into mouse bone marrow stem cells
and, following transplantation into lethally irradiated
mice. study the expression of the vector in cells of vari-
ous haematopoietic lineages. These studies revealed the
presence of multipotent stem cells capable of generating
both myeloid/erythroid and lymphoid progeny cells. a
concept that so far has been controversial. In another
study of the group, retrovirus vectors were used to infect
embryonal stem cell lines followed by reintroduction of
the infected cells into embryos which were used to pro-
duce chimaeras. These were then analyzed and the pres-
ence/expression of the introduced genes was detected in
various tissues. This technique promises to have some
considerable advantages over the conventional method
of infecting early mouse embryos. To increase their
usefulness in such types of experiments efforts are being
made to develop high titer, non-infectious retrovirus
vectors which also do not depend on the viral LTR to
drive the expression of genes. The newest generation
of these vectors contains, in addition to the gene(s) of
interest, a positively selectable marker gene flanked by
LTRs that contain a deletion to prevent the production
and spread of viral progeny after infection of the target
cell.

T. Graf



Biological Structures

X-ray crystallography

One of the main objectives of our Programme. which
is undertaken in close collaboration with Gene Struc-
ture and Regulation. is the study of the structure and
mechanism of the Rop protein which is part of the
mechanism of control in CoIE1 related plasmids. The
three-dimensional structure of this protein, which was
determined earlier, was refined to atomic resolution
(1.7 A). It was possi ble to locate the position of 42
water molecules. Having the structural details, we be-
gan experimental tests of the importance of various
parts of the molecule. We thus began to assemble
data on the importance of pri mary structure for protein
folding and assembly. For instance. a deletion in the
bend region produces a non-functional molecule whose
structure is currently under analysis. Since the Rop sys-
tem provides many advantages for a systematic study
of protein stability, we established collaborations with
groups having expertise in UV and visible spectroscopy,
two-dimensional NMR and micro-calorimetry. To this
end, we have made two grams of pure wild-type Rop and
have begun to produce mutant proteins in the 10-100
mg quantities.

The structure of DNase I was also refined to high reso-
lution (2 A). The model consisting of about 2100 non-
hydrogen atoms as well as 377 water molecules shows
excellent stereochemistry and it enabled us to propose
a mechanism for its mode of action. It appears that
the enzyme hydrolyses DNA through nucleophilic attack
of a water molecule by a Glu/His pair. The proposed
mechanism is based on small substrate binding work
and molecular graphics. It will now be possible to test
it experimentally as various DNase IIDNA co-crystals

have been obtained: these are under study. Analysis
of carefully washed, dissolved crystals indicates that
octanucleotides are partially degraded in a sequence-
dependent manner. In the case of one of the octamers,
the intact and degraded oligonucleotides are present in
a 1:1 ratio in the crystals, suggesting that they contain
a nicked DNA double-strand bound to DNase I.

Two new crystals with exciting possibilities have been
obtained. One is the crystal of the pore-forming protein
colicin A, about which more will be said later. The other
is the crystal of an RNP complex from the oocytes of
Xenopus laevis. This complex, which occurs naturally.
consists of one molecule of ribosomal 5S RNA and one
molecule of the transcription factor TFIIiA. The crys-
tals have been repeatedly obtained. they are strongly
birefringent, have the right composition, but they need
to be grown to a larger size before detailed diffraction
studies can begin.

The study of the structure of EcoRV endonuclease,
which was solved earlier to low resolution, was extended
to higher resolution by using computer methods that
make use of the local symmetry of the molecule. These
led to a better map, which, however, is still not good
enough to enable us to produce an atomic model. We
have gone back to looking for another isomorphous
derivative. After an extensive search, we appear to have
found a promising mercurial derivative which is currently
being analyzed. Similarly. we are looking for derivatives
for the crystals of the adenovirus DNA-binding protein.

Membrane proteins

Here the focus of research was the study of the structure
of pore-forming proteins. Colicin A is capable of inducing
fusion of phospholi pid vesicles at low pH. It has been
shown that the pore-forming ability is carried by the
C-terminal end of the molecule. Such a fragment of MW
21.800 (a third of the entire molecule) was produced by
the action of the proteolytic enzyme thermolysin. This
has now been crystallized at low pH. The crystals. which
are tetragonal, are of good size and diffract well enough
to enable us to determine the structure of this important
molecule at high resol ution.
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The study of the outer membrane protein of E.coli was
continued. It was shown that the phosphoporin chan-
nel possesses a size-dependent selectivity filter specific
for polyphosphate or phosphorylated molecules. The
study of reconstituted maltoporin in lipid planar bilayers
showed that it displays well-defined conducting steps.
The single channel conductance of maltoporin is 8-10
times lower than the phosphoporin single channel con-
ductance. and the pores are independent of membrane
potential.

Electron microscopy

Cryo-electron microscopy of vitrified specimens was first
developed at EMBL and is now used world-wide. The
technique should be ideal for the study of enveloped
(membrane-bound) animal viruses because it combines
unparalleled preservation of membrane structures with
the potential of observing internal features. Two mem-
bers of the simplest class of enveloped viruses (al-
phaviruses) were studied: the Semliki Forest virus (SFV)
and the closely related Sindbis virus. Through the use
of a novel optimized series expansion technique. it was
possible to complete a 35 A resolution reconstruction
of SFV. The surface of the virus is clearly resolved for
the first time. as well as the trimeric nature of the spike
protein. Beyond resolving the long standing controversy
over the triangulation number of the virion. this result
confirms that frozen-hydrated specimens of membrane
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viruses are sufficiently well ordered to reveal structural
detail to this resolution. A reconstruction of the Sindbis
virus is also being conducted by an independent method.
both to confirm the results of the SFV reconstruction
and to explore the internal features of the virion. The
study of vitrified synthetic phosphatidylcholine liposome
suspensions by both imaging and electron diffraction
showed that the structure of vitrified liposomes differs
depending on the temperature at which they are main-
tained before fast cooling. Two-dimensional crystals
of maltoporin led to a reconstruction of the structure
which is characterized by a three-fold symmetric channel
across the plane of the membrane.

The analysis of introns and of the splicing process
in chloroplasts by electron microscopy was continued.
Spliced-out intron RNAs with a covalently closed circu-
lar structure were detected in chloroplasts of Euglena
gracilis. The structure and processing of polycistronic
transcripts of chloroplast genes coding for proteins of
the photosynthetic membranes from higher plants were
also studied. In collaboration with groups within and
outside EMBL nucleic acid electron microscopy was ap-
plied to the structural analysis of genes (human apofer-
ritin. chicken matrix protein). of viral genomes (related
strains of human papilloma virus). and of recombinant
DNAs from the Tit region of mouse chromosome 17.

D. Tsernoglou



Gene Structure and Regulation

The reductionist molecular biologist believes that all
that there is to know about the structure and the func-
tion of living cells, including development, differentiation
and organogenesis, is contained in the DNA sequence.
The DNA sequence determines the primary structure
of the proteins which in turn determines the proper
folding into functional tertiary and quaternary structures
responsible for all the biochemical reactions. Thus if all
is in the DNA then all problems are problems of gene
expression. The truth of this statement mayor may not
be challenged in the future. In pragmatic terms however,
the development of recombinant DNA techniques has
generated an enormous interest in the study of gene
expression: classical problems of biology, like develop-
mental switches, can now be experimentally approached
with well-defined molecular systems. It has also become
important to "control" and "influence" the qua ntitative
and qualitative aspects of gene expression in order to
overproduce and remodel proteins for structural and
functional studies as well as for practical purposes in
biotechnology.

Starting from a fertilized egg, during the development of
an organism many complicated events occur, including
on and off switches of several genes at precise stages.
Different cell types are formed, identifiable by a specific
repertoire of gene expression. Each differentiated cell
type is defined by the subset of its genes which are
active and this is stably inherited. The molecular mech-
anisms responsible for the switching of genes during de-
velopment and for the maintenance of the differentiated
state of the various cell types are largely unknown.'

The groups in the Programme are involved in research
projects addressing various problems in the area of

the control of gene expression: the aim is to acquire
knowledge of the basic mechanisms in several model
systems. This knowledge is also exploited for a variety
of applications, including the study of the structure and
function of gene products.

As part of the teaching and training activities at EMBL,
groups within the Programme organized for the second
year an EMBO course on site-directed mutagenesis and
it is planned to repeat this in 1986.

The selective expression of
genes in the hepatocyte

A large number of proteins are specifically synthesized
in the hepatocyte. Only the adult liver expresses the
complete repertoire of functions which are required at
various stages during development. There is therefore
a complex series of regulatory mechanisms responsible
for the maintenance of the differentiated state and
for the developmental and physiological variations in
the pattern of gene expression. With respect to the
proteins specifically synthesized in the liver, it must be
stressed that many are very interesting from a medical
or biotechnological point of view, for instance the blood
coagulation factors, the lipoproteins, the antiproteases.
A group in the Programme has concentrated on studing
the molecular basis for liver-specific gene expression
and, in parallel, intends to exploit the cloned genes
and the acquired knowledge for collaborative projects
of medical interest.

In the last few years many human, liver-specific genes
have been cloned and sequenced. Their expression was
studied by them into liver and non liver
cells and it was possible to establish that there are
specific signals at the level of DNA, acting in cis, that
distinguish the liver genes from all Furthermore,
it appeared clear that there are molecules, which are
present in the nucleus of the hepatocyte and probably
proteins, that interact with these DNA signals. More
recently it has been possible to define precisely the
number, the size and the seq uence of the liver-specific
DNA signals and to conclude that most of the proteins
that interact with them, with positive or negative effects
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on gene expression, are present not only in the nucleus
of the hepatocyte but in many other cells. It appears
that the specificity in the hepatocyte is achieved by a
precise ratio of the concentrations of the various positive
and negative factors. The mechanism responsible for
the restriction of the expression of certain genes only
in the liver, so called tissue-specific control, seems
to be mediated by molecules normally involved in the
quantitative control of gene expression in all cells.

The same group has started several collaborative
projects on the study of genes of medical interest: it was
possible to establish that several patients affected by
multiple venous thrombosis carry an altered gene coding
for the blood anticoagulant factor protein C; the precise
nature of the mutation, an opal termination codon. was
determined by cloning and sequencing the normal and
the defective gene. In another collaborative project, the
cDNA coding for apoS, the major protein component
of the human low density lipoprotein, was cloned: this
contributed to the resolution of a long standing debate
on the size and structure of this protein and is providing
a new tool for the study of the relationship between
LDL, cholesterol metabolism and arteriosclerosis.

Structure, function and
regulation of UsnRNP

The pathway from a gene to the corresponding gene
product is complicated and occurs in many steps: after
the synthesis of the immediate transcriptional product,
a precursor RNA, there are several modification and
size reducing reactions which finally yield the mature
RNA. In all eukaryotic organisms a characteristic and
still intriguing step is the splicing reaction. This reaction
occurs in several steps with the involvement of a com-
plex of various proteins and small RNAs. In particular it
has been possible to establish the key role of the ribonu-
cleoproteins containing the small RNAs called Ul and
U2. A group which has recently joined the Programme is
carrying out a series of research projects aimed at the
study of the structure of the U2-RNP, the interaction
between the RNA and the protei n components and
the mechanisms for the cytoplasm-nucleus migration.
During the develoment of Xenopus laevis there are
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changes in the rate of transcription of the U2 genes,
in particular a major activation at early gastrula stage:
the group has defined, by functional assay, the DNA
signals responsible for the expression of these genes and
is tackling the problem of how they are regulated. With
respect to the splicing reaction, the group is developing
a novel experimental strategy to study the molecular
mechanism responsible for the alternative splicing of the
same precursor RNA in different developmental stages
and in different cell types.

Regulation of vaccinia
virus gene expression

Vaccinia virus is most widely known for its role as
the live vaccine used for immunoprophylaxis against
smallpox. Recently the virus has become of more general
interest to molecular biologists because of its possible
use as an infectious expression vector, with a high
capacity for foreign DNA. A group which has recently
joined the Programme is carrying out a number of
research projects aimed at the definition of the DNA
signals responsible for the early-late switch of viral gene
expression. Another aspect of vaccinia virus infection
is the rapid shut-off and reprogramming of the cellular
transcriptional and translational machinery. Preliminary
evidence indicates that small RNAs are involved in the
host shut-off mechanism: work is in progress to analyze
further this point because it would be extremely impor-
tant for the use of the vaccinia DNA as an expression
vector to be able to control the host sh ut-off process.
The group has also started a number of collaborative
projects to use the vaccinia system to overproduce
proteins of medical interest.

Protein engineering and the
control of DNA replication

The control of DNA replication and plasmid stability is
a complicated process involving RNA-RNA interactions
and RNA-protein complexes. A group in the Programme
has characterized these events both genetically and
biochemically. In the last year it was possible, in collab-
oration with the Structures Programme, to overexpress,



purify, crystallize and determine the three-dimensional
structure of a protein called Rop, which, by binding
in a complex simultaneously to two RNAs, represses
DNA replication. The group is now directing a consider-
able effort to understand the molecular basis for these
properties. One of the main experimental strategies
is to modify the protein by in vitro manipulations of
the corresponding gene. At present many remodelled
versions of the Rop proteins have been obtained, leading
to a clarification of the ami no-acid residues involved in
the RNA-protein interaction and in the stabilization of
the helices. The information obtained from this work
is important also for a better understanding of the
general rules regulating protein folding. In carrying out
this research project the group has contributed to the
development of new expression vectors which are being
used in many collaborative projects aimed at the over-
production of proteins of medical interest.

R. Cortese
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Physical Instrumentation

The prediction from the initial results obtained with
the CryoSTEM that the instrument would achieve its
design specification without any major modification was
confirmed in May of this year when a lattice resolution
of 3.4 A as shown in Plate 4 was obtained. The major
efforts since then have been devoted to characterizing
the performance of the instrument and to optimizing
the detector systems. The initial aims have been the
imaging of small heavy metal labels and elemental map-
ping.

There have been some problems in producing labelled
specimens of adequate quality. since the heavy metal
clusters we are using are considerably smaller than those
previously used for such purposes. The micrograph of
40 A gold particles (Plate 5) shows clearly that the
microscope is capable of resolving far smaller labels than
this. when suitable specimens become available.

Elemental mapping (images showing the spatial distri-
bution of specific elements) requires a very high per-
formance electron spectrometer. It became clear that
the original spectrometer (based on a pole piece kindly
supplied to us by the Biozentrum Basel) is not suitable
for our purposes and we have designed a totally new
spectrometer (Plate 6) which was installed in December
of this year and is now under test. The design of this
spectrometer has been patented.

As reported last year the applications activities had
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lapsed due to staffing problems. With the arrival late
last year of Willem Tichelaar from Groningen. we were
able to reactivate these activities on the HBS STEM and
we are now actively expanding the range of biological
applications of the STEM. We continue as before to
concentrate on those biological projects for which the
unique features of STEM imaging (e.g. multiple simul-
taneous imaging. high efficiency darkfield and the on-line
computer connection) provide worthwhile advantages
over conventional TEM.

Mass measurement is once again available as a routine
facility and has been applied to maltoporin tubes and to
surface layers from the cell walls of Bacillus sphericus
and Sporocarcina urea (in collaboration with the groups
of Kevin Leonard and Jean Lepault).

The maturation of the bacteriophage T4 head has been
studied in collaboration with E. Kellenberger and E. Car-
lemalm of the Biozentrum Basel. with the aim amongst
others of elucidating the shape determining function
of the scaffolding core in self-assembly. To avoid arte-
facts unstained sections were used. with ratio-contrast
imaging to improve image sharpness. It was also found
that operation at -iSO°C significa ntly improved speci-
men preservation.

The quaternary structure of E.coli RNA polymerase has
also been studied using STEM darkfield in conjunction
with TEM brightfield. A large number of 'images of
individual particles have been taken and are now being
computer processed (in collaboration with M.G. van
Heel. Fritz Haber Institute. Berlin) to produce character-
istic views of RNA polymerase which will then be used
as an objective basis for a 3-dimensional model.

More recently. we have begun to study ice-embedded
specimens with the aim of finding an imaging mode
which will produce adequate contrast without the need
for the large defocus values required in conventional
TEM. The first results have established that the bub-
bling artefact observed in TEM is a function of dose
rather than dose rate and is therefore no more of a
problem in STEM than in TEM. This work will be
continued both on the HB5 and on the CryoSTEM in
the coming year.



PLATE 4

3.4 A graphite fringes

PLATE 5

40 A gold particles

PLATE 6

High dispersion spectrometer
mounted on the CryoSTEM
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Microcomputers and interfacing

Two major projects have been started this year. The
first is the construction of a computer-controlled data
acq uisition system for protein crystallography based on
a Gabriel 2-dimensional detector. This system which is
CAMAC based has been installed on the VAX 11/785.
A parallel highway allows very fast data transfer to and
from the computer. An Enraf-Nonius rotation camera
has been interfaced to the system also via CAMAC.
The goniometer which has been designed in-house is
also approaching completion.

Considerable effort is being made to make the con-
trol and acquisition software user-friendly. Initial results
have been obtained from the area detector using a mod-
ified version of the Hamburg software package (which
was developed for use with fil ms). We are currently
modifying the Harvard package which was specifically
developed for use with an area detector, in order to
improve the quality of the data processing.

The second project, the development of a data acqui-
sition and processing system for the CryoSTEM rep-
resents a further step in the move from mini- to mi-
crocomputers for this type of application. The system
uses a Motorola 68000 microprocessor and is based on
boards purchased from Motorola and Datasud. It has 80
megabytes disk storage and can be backed up using a
streamer tape. The interface to the CryoSTEM has been
designed around an intelligent controller and will accept
up to four simultaneous images from the microscope.
Images from the computer can be displayed using the
EMBL-designed framestores which are already incor-
ported in the CryoSTEM. The configuration of this sys-
tem is such that it will be possible at some future stage
to add dedicated hardware to carry out computation-
intensive tasks such as 2-D Fourier transforms. It is
intended during 1986 to duplicate this system on the
HB5 STEM to coincide with the eventual shutdown of
the NORD computer.

The use of our standard Z80-based microcomputers for
various small projects has been further extended by the
addition of Winchester disk storage. This considerably
improved the systems' performance and versatility.
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A typical application is the data acquisition system
designed for Franc Pattus which also incorporates a
video display to enable the data to be monitored visually
during acquisition. Part of the data processing software
developed for this experiment on the NORD 10 has also
been transferred to the microcomputer.

The laboratory alarm and bookkeeping system, present-
ly running on the Main Nord 10, will also be transferred
to such a system as soon as the software development
is completed.

A CAMAC interface to the microprocessor has also been
built to enable the existing CAMAC test programs to
be transferred from the NORD 10. This interface will
also be used with the laboratory alarm and bookkeeping
system which is also CAMAC based in its present form.

Support for the Hamburg outstation continues but the
range of previously designed modules is now such that
we are able to satisfy most of their requirements by
duplicating existing modules.

Laser spectroscopy and
laser microscopy

The biological applications of the sub-nanosecond life-
time and depolarisation spectrometer have been com-
pleted during the year. The most interesting result has
been the direct observation of the two different binding
modes of the M13 gene V protein to oligo- and polynu-
cleotides. Experiments on EF-Tu have been completed
and a series of experiments with P. Bayley of the In-
stitute of Medical Research at Mill Hill (GB) have been
performed. The main purpose of the latter experiments
was to investigate the applicability of the instrument to
observe sub-nanosecond internal motions in proteins.
It is planned to set-up a similar facility in London.
For organizational reasons further experiments on this
instrument have been discontinued.

The technical possibilities of the confocal scanning mi-
croscope have been investigated in more detail and a
new mode of operation was developed. This is an in-
terference contrast mode where the absolute phase of



a weakly-absorbing object can be measured with high
resolution. Details have been reported in a paper. The
software for measuring time-dependent processes in the
microscope was completed and tested on the Brownian
motion of fluorescent microspheres. Other biological ap-
plications are planned for 1986.

In order to make the 3-D possibilities of a scanning
confocal microscope available to the biologist we have
designed a new, easy to use, model of the microscope.
Plans and feasibility tests have been completed and
during 1986 we will build this instrument.

A new technical development is the automatic reading of
2-D gel electrophoresis patterns. This system is based
on a home built flat-bed laser scanner, which can digitize
a 20cm x 30cm image in approximately 60 seconds.
An on-line VME computer system can find spots in
real-time and construct the spot table from a single
scan. This results in a data reduction per gel with two
orders of magnitude.

The advanced fluorescence microscopy techniques have
been used as a tool to investigate the transport of mem-
brane lipids in living cells in collaboration with the Cell
Biology Programme. Fluorescent or radioactive phos-
pholipid markers have been implanted in the fibroblast
cell plasma membrane using lipid-detergent mixed mi-

celles as a lipid carrier. The fluorescent phospholipids
underwent long range lateral motion over the entire cell
surface as determined with the fringe pattern
bleaching equipment. On internalization, the labelled
phospholipids followed a vesicular type of transport to-
wards the endosome and lysosome compartments. This
new finding on lipid traffic complements our current
knowledge about the rate of endocytosis of the cell
plasma membrane components. It also indicates that
sorting of lipids can occur during their transport from
the plasma membrane to Iysosomes. We are also in-
vestigating the localization and the traffic of endoge-
nous glycolipids in epithelial cells. The ultrastructural
localization of some well-defined glycolipids has been
initiated with immunocytochemical methods using mon-
oclonal antibodies.

We have also investigated the dynamics of an integral
membrane protein, the neural cell adhesion molecules
(N-CAM) on the neuroblastoma cell surface (in collabo-
ration with E. Pollerberg and M. Schachner, University
of Heidelberg). The differentiated cells were found to
have a substantial fraction of immobilized N-CAM ac-
cumulated at the cell contact sites. The undifferentiated
cells did not have these rigid membrane protein domains.

A. Jones
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Biochemical Instrumentation

New equipment has been constructed and put into oper-
ation during 1985. A computer controlled automatic sys-
tem for microinjection of cells has been developed and
tested. A peptide synthesizer was constructed, installed
and synthetic peptides provided for in-house scientists.
Equipment for affinity chromatography on magnetic
beads has been automated. Construction, testing (with
in-house and outside groups) and commercialization
of a device for electro-transfection and fusion of cells
was completed. New, faster and reliable chemistry for
oligonucleotide synthesis has been devised. Technolog-
ical and experimental help for scientists at EMBL and
in other laboratories has been provided. Visitors were
trained and a practical course on microinjection and
electro-tra nsfection of cells was orga nized.

Development of microanalytical
techniques

DNA sequencing

Development work leading to replacement of film au-
toradiography by electronic detection and to automa-
tion of the DNA sequencing technique with radioactive
and fluorescent labels has been initiated. Detection of
radioactive bands from gels can be achieved using two-
dimensional single photon counting detectors based on
micro-channel plate technology. Although the sensitivity
is at present an order of magnitude too low which
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extends counting time per gel. technical improvements
in combination with computer image processing may
make this method applicable for DNA sequencing. A
system with sufficient sensitivity for one-dimensional
detection of radioactively labelled bands was set up
and tested. Its application in an automated device is
currently under way.

A laser and' a computer controlled photon detection
system have been installed for the development of a
detector of fluorescently labelled macromolecules. Tests
are being carried out with a fluorescently labelled primer
prepared by the organic chemistry group within the
Programme, in collaboration with groups from the Gene
Structure and Regulation Programme.

The development and application of these techniques
will be important not only for DNA sequencing, but also
for blotting and chromatography where lowering of the
detection limit would be advantageous.

Cell microinjection

An automatic injection system, in which movement of
the capillary with precise cell positioning and time of
injection are controlled by a computer, has been devel-
oped and tested for nuclear and cytoplasmic injections.
The system has been analyzed with samples of DNA,
RNA and proteins by groups from EMBL and other
laboratories.

In initial tests we have been able to inject DNA into
about 1500 cells in one hour. The viability of the capillar-
ies has been significantly enhanced: it has been possible
with one to inject DNA into 1500 cells. These capillaries
may be pre-pulled and were already supplied to other
laboratories for testing upon request.

The full automation, carried out in collaboration with
the Zeiss company, involves an image processing com-
puter and will permit automatic computer processing
and evaluation of results. It should enable us to inject
up to 4,000 cells per hour in service to biological groups
both within and outside EMBL. With this high injection
rate, new biochemical approaches may be possible.



The commercial version of the EMBL system for manual
microinjection of cells (Eppendorf and Zeiss companies)
has been further improved and the technique is now in
use in about 200 laboratories.

Electrotransfection of cells

Scientists from EMBL and other laboratories have car-
ried out electrotransfection with an EM BL system. de-
veloped in collaboration with the Differentiation Pro-
gramme. Several cell lines including mast cells have
been successfully transformed using this technique,
even when traditional transfection procedures failed.
Transformation frequencies of up to 15% in transient
expression assays have been observed and plasmids up
to 20 kb length have been introduced into cells using
this technique. The device has been distributed during
the year to more than ten laboratories and arrangements
for licensed manufacturing of this equipment have been
concluded (Apelex Co.. Paris).

Separation of biological particles

Two techniques for separation of biological particles
have been analyzed in collaboration with the Cell Bio-
logy Programme, affinity chromatography with magnetic
beads in suspension and continuous flow electrophore-
sis. Work has also been initiated with pulsed field
gradient electrophoresis for separation of large DNA
fragments.

Beads with hydrophilic surfaces and varying magnetic
content have been tested for protein. cell and organelle
separation. Biochemical treatment of samples was var-
ied to minimize non-specific absorbtion. Automation
of the whole separation system with microcomputer
controls has been developed. We plan to make the
device available to other laboratories and to license its
manufacture.

Continuous flow electrophoresis has been used to
separate organelles, like the trans-Golgi compartment
and Iysosomes. A technique for the purification of
metaphase chromosomes has been developed in collab-

oration with the electron microscopy group. Fractions of
chromosomes. with purity comparable to that obtained
by standard procedures. have been provided for struc-
tural studies.

Protein sequencing, oligonucleotide
and peptide synthesis

The biochemical instrumentation facilities constructed,
operated and maintained include

(1) peptide and protein micro-sequence analysis:
(2) amino-acid analysis:
(3) peptide synthesis and
(4) oligon ucleotide synthesis.

This set of biochemical instruments, in combination
with a pool of analytical and micropreparative HPLC
systems, provides a variety of technological and exper-
imental support to the scientists at EMBL. In 1985
the Programme contributed to more than 40 scientific
projects in the Laboratory by providing analytical and
sequence data on proteins and peptides or delivering
synthetic oligonucleotides and peptides.

Methodological studies were mainly concentrated on
updating and optimization of the existing instruments.
In parallel to the practical and methodological work on
instrumentation and the experimental support of groups
at EMBL, several biochemical projects were continued.

The major task undertaken in 1985 was the installation
of a peptide synthesis facility especially designed for the
rapid and effective preparation of peptides in a molecular
biology laboratory. The EMBLequipment employs a
continuous flow reaction system, a synthesis strategy
using Fmoc-amino-acids as building blocks and an acid
labile linkage of the peptide chain to the synthesis
support. The high efficiency reagent handling under con-
tinuous flow conditions, together with the orthogonal
synthesis strategy, in situ activation of the building
blocks, and real time monitoring of reactions permit
rapid and reliable automated solid phase synthesis of
biologically active peptides.
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Nucleic acid and protein chemistry

Improvements in chemical methods

During the past year substantial improvements have
been made to the solid phase phosphotriester method
for nucleotide synthesis. The use of extra base pro-
tecting groups on thymidine and guanine has led
to cleaner products. Moreover, the incorporation of
the 2-(1-methylimidazol-2-yl)phenyl protecting group at
phosphorus has substantially reduced the overall cycle
time by accelerating the condensation step.

Work was started a few months ago to improve the
phosphoramidite methodology. Basic improvements in-
volve the optimization of protecting groups and the
incorporation of extra groups where deemed necessary
to minimize side reactions. The overall aim is to simplify
the method and yet be able to produce longer and purer
oligonucleotides, both manually and in the automated
DNA synthesizers. Progress achieved so far is promis-
ing.

The automated DNA sequencing project with fluores-
cently labelled bases has been started within the Pro-
gramme. We are able to prepare oligonucleotide primers
bearing a short 5' -terminal spacer arm carrying a fluo-
rophore such as tetramethylrhodamine.
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Energy transducing membrane system

Investigations of the structure-function relationships in
a bacterial energy transducing membrane system have
continued. Light-energy is absorbed by the antenna pig-
ment systems of phototrophic bacteria. The pigments
bacteriochlorophyll and carotenoids are non-covalently
bound to integral membrane proteins.

The primary structure and topography of pigment-
binding polypeptides of Rhodopseudomonas capsulata
were studied. The polypeptides were extracted and puri-
fied from membranes or isolated pigment complexes by
column chromatography and reverse phase HPLC and
were sequenced in a gas phase sequenator.

Each polypeptide chain of pigment-binding light-har-
vesting polypeptides contains a hydrophilic N-terminal
sequence (7-22 amino-acid residues) exposed on the
cytoplasmic surface of the intracytoplasmic membrane,
a hydrophobic portion (about 22 amino-acid residues)
with a-helical transmembrane structure and a C-termin-
al portion (2-10 amino-acid residues) exposed on the
exoplasmic membrane surface.

W. Ansorge & R. Frank



Biocomputing

The Biocomputing Programme exists to apply comput-
ing techniques to problems in experimental and the-
oretical molecular biology. The Programme is inher-
ently interdisciplinary, and includes staff members with
biological, mathematical, and computer science back-
grounds who pursue research as well as support activi-
ties. Perhaps as inherent is the role the Programme has
in providing expertise, data, software, and computing
services to scientists both within the Laboratory and
throughout Europe.

The Biocomputing Programme underwent considerable
change during 1985. In addition to the departure of the
former Programme Coordinator, these changes included
other staff turnover, overall growth of the Programme,
and expansion of the Laboratory's central computing
facilities.

These structural changes have been accompanied by
changes in Biocomputing's constituent fields. Both
molecular biology and computer science are in periods
of rapid development, and the expanded application of
computing to biology reflects this. In recognition of
this development, the Laboratory held a Workshop on
Biocomputing in late November. International experts in
scientific computing and biology were invited to discuss
and recommend future directions for Biocomputing at
EMBL. The specific goal was to examine the ways
in which EMBL could best develop its research and
support activities in light of both the interdisciplinary
character of Biocomputing, and EMBL's unique role as
an international laboratory. The recommendations re-
sulting from the Workshop are discussed in the Director-
General's comments elsewhere in this report.

The Programme's present research activities focus on
biological problems which are data-intensive, that is,

those for which the available experimental techniques
generate large quantities of data which require inter-
pretation. Current work involves computer-aided inter-
pretation of data from electron microscopy, x-ray crys-
tallography, and sequence analysis. Much of this work
is performed in collaboration with scientists from other
Programmes at EMBL.

The Programme also includes the groups responsible for
the La boratory' s general computi ng facilities and for the
production and distribution of the EM BL Data Library.

The sections below describe briefly the work of each
of the existing groups in the Biocomputing Programme
during 1985.

Data library

The EMBL Data Library continued its work in collect-
ing, organizing, and distributing a nucleotide sequence
database. Additional staff, as well as considerable re-
viewing help from EMBL scientists, have resulted in
significant progress toward the goal of achieving an up-
to-date collection as rapidly as possible. During 1985,
three releases (5.0, 6.0, and 7.0) were produced, con-
taining 2.8, 4.5, and 5.6 million base pairs, respectively.
Release 7.0 contained nearly 6000 entries, and was ten
times the size of the first release in 1982. Each release
was distributed to nearly 200 laboratories and scientific
firms, representing a user community of some 4000
scientists worldwide.

Considerable effort was devoted to the enhancement
of data entry and management software, resulting in a
more reliable and up-to-date collection. By the end of the
year, the backlog of data awaiting entry was essentially
eliminated, and the entry of newly published data was
completed often within a few weeks of publication.
Efforts are in progress to automate more fully release
production, so that the reduced entry time can also be
translated into earlier availability to users.

New software developed by the EMBL and GenBank
groups rendered the continuing collaboration more fruit-
ful than ever. Data are now routinely exchanged and
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converted between the two formats. Discussion and
planning continued with a view to increasing the com-
patibility of the two databases. In addition to a meet-
ing held in the Spring, the expanded use of computer
networks now enables nearly daily consultation on both
minor and major issues. As in 1984, a joint compendium
of the databases ("Nucleotide Sequences 1985") was
published.

As a convenience to European scientists, the Data
Library also began distributing the protein sequence
database kindly provided by the Protein Identification
Resource group of the National Biomedical Research
Foundation (Georgetown). Some 50 laboratories have
taken advantage of this service to date.

Computer group

During 1985, a major expansion of the Laboratory's
computing facilities was carried out. Installation of the
planned VAXcluster, which was scheduled to be com-
pleted at the end of 1985, was actually finished in
mid-year. The cluster consists of a VAX-8600 and a
VAX-11/785, connected in a loosely-coupled configu-
ration with a shared file system. The cluster provides
approximately six times the computing capacity avail-
able in the Laboratory at the end of 1984. Both the
installation and the running of the expanded facility
have presented few problems. The larger machine, in
particular, has proven extremely reliable.

The VAXcluster puts the Laboratory in a very flexible
situation with respect to future requirements. Additional
CPU capacity as well as additional mass storage can be
added to the cluster independently as needed. With the
planned installation (in 1986) of a local-area network
for the Laboratory, the VAXcluster can also become the
central file and compute server for distributed intelligent
devices such as laboratory instruments, personal com-
puters and special-purpose workstations.

The expanded VAX configuration paved the way for the
migration of many existing applications from the older
Nord computers (which will be retired over the next
year), enhancement of existing VAX applications, and
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the development of new applications. A few of these are
described briefly below:

- VAX/VMS driver software was completed for the
EM BL framestore hardware, enabling direct use of the
VAXcluster for image processing and display work. Most
of the existing framestores have now been moved from
the Nords to the VAXcluster.

- To complement the existing X.25 (DATEX-P) network
connection, the EMBL VAXcluster was connected to
the European Academic and Research Network (EARN).
EARN is directly equivalent to (and connected to)
BITNET in the United States. Together, EARN and
BITNET permit rapid exchange of files and electronic
mail with more than 1100 academic and research sites
worldwide. Other major networks, including Arpanet,
CSNET, JANET, and Usenet, can all be reached by
EARN sites using "network gateways". EMBL scientists
are already using the network extensively for exchanging"
manuscripts and other similar communications with
their colleagues elsewhere.

- The Laboratory's text processing has also been moved
to the VAXcluster. This includes both secretarial typing
of manuscripts and letters as well as more complex work
including the typesetting of this Annual Report.

The expanded computing capacity as well as the ex-
tended range of available applications software has not
been without an echo in terms of use: more than 200
EMBL staff members now use the computing facility on
a regular basis.

Graphics group

The Graphics group continued the development and
acquisition of a powerful suite of graphics programs
for display and interaction with molecular and other
biological models.

The program EMBLFrodo, introduced during 1985, is
based on the popular Frodo program for molecular mod-
elling and electron density map fitting. It contains im-
provements in both the user interface and in efficiency.



Major features include:

- A new file interface which optimizes access to molec-
ular data files while improving both ease of use and
data security. This feature has significantly reduced the
amount of time new users must spend in setting up their
problems.

- A newly designed human interface which improves and
simplifies user interaction with the displayed objects,
especially in terms of improved visual feedback during
display manipulations.

- Substantial improvement in interactive performance,
both in terms of user perception and host CPU load,
which has been reduced by a factor of three.

- Nearly completed work will provide a natural language
command syntax for keyboard interaction, including
a feature for executing VAX/VMS system commands
without interrupting display work.

The new program, while still designed for the Evans
& Sutherland mUlti-picture system, contains major por-
tions which will be portable to newer hardware when
this becomes necessary. In addition to its use at EMBL,
EMBLFrodo release 2.3 has been installed at two other
laboratories. Release 2.4 has been requested by three
outside la boratories.

EMBLFrodo fulfills most of the requirements of crys-
tallographic users, and many of the requirements of
other users as well. However, the number of potential
applications for computer graphics in molecular biology
grows almost daily, and no single program can perform
them all. For this reason, the graphics group has im-
ported several programs from other laboratories to help
solve specific sets of problems. Currently the following
programs are available for use in the EMBL graphics
facility:

UCSF MIDAS: a molecular modelling program which
emphasizes molecular interactions and docking.

SYBYL: a commercial system designed to handle dis-
plays of smaJler molecules such as drugs and small pep-

tides. SYBYL includes extensive support for conforma-
tional searches, energy minimization, and 3-D structure
comparison.

GRAM PS: a general-purpose graphics language espe-
cially good for building dynamic or animated models.

GRANNY: a companion program which provides molec-
ular "knowledge" for GRAMPS.

Work has also continued on utility programs which
support the major graphics programs by providing useful
tools which save users time and effort. Some new
developments in 1985 include:

- The Metaplot facility, which provides a standard
means for moving pictures from the picture system to
other graphics devices, was extended to support the new
NEC APC graphics displays.

- The program BRUKTP was written to read automati-
cally unformatted Brookhaven Protein Data Bank tapes
and yield suitably formatted and named VAX files. This
program has been submitted to and is now distributed
by the Protein Data Bank.

- In collaboration with a visiting scientist, a utility
program was also written to generate displays of DNA
superhelices at different pitches and radii.

Data analysis group

The main work of this group (now headed by Richard
Bryan) continues to be the development of methods
for the optimal analysis of structural data in electron
microscopy and x-ray diffraction.

Versions of the maximum entropy program developed
previously have been applied to the 3-D reconstruc-
tion of HPI layer using tilt series data from electron
microscopy of 2-D crystals (with M. Barth, Martins-
ried), and to an investigation of the uniqueness of
reconstructions from fibre diffraction data; verifying the
correctness of the 0.3 nm map of Pf1 virus reported last
year (with D.A. Marvin, Cambridge).
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PLATE 7

Stereo paIrs of surface contours of three-dImensIonal re-
constructIons of unstaIned virus preparations In vItreous
Ice obtaIned by the optImIzed serIes expa nslon method
(ROSE). Full Icosahedral symmetry has been Imposed
on both reconstructIons, but the (a) T=4 and (b) T=3
surface lattIces came out of the analysIs Independently.

(a) Three-dImensIonal reconstructIon of the envelope of
Semllkl Forest vIrus. Data from a serIes of four dIfferent
defocus values and eloht partIcles In dIfferent orIentatIons
were sImultaneously analyzed. A surface contour of the
front half of the whole vIrus Is shown. The densIty
level represented corresponds to a volume of membrane
proteIns whIch Is about 1.5 tImes that estImated from dry
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molecular weloht data. The Icosahedral envelope of the
vIrus Is oroanlzed on a T=4 lattIce wIth trlmerlc spIkes.
ResolutIon Is about 3.5 nm; the scale bar represents 12
nm.

(b) Tomato bushy stunt vIrus reconstructIon from a
slnole mlcrooraph uslno 14 partIcles In dIfferent orIenta-
tions. One densIty level Is shown whIch approxImately
represents the outer surface of the vIrus and reveals
the T=3 arranoement of the coat proteIn. The excellent
aoreement wIth prevIous results validates the reconstruc-
tIon method. The resolutIon Is about 2.5 nm; the scale
bar represents 7 nm.





The application of maximum entropy to the correction of
contrast transfer function effects in electron microscopy
of frozen-hydrated specimens was further developed.
The correct use of particle boundaries was found to
be essential for restoration, as it imposes continuity
on the restored object transform, although a complete
analysis would require the use of a focus series, and
also allows the independent assessment of specimen
amplitude contrast.

Work has also continued on the application of maximum
entropy to x-ray crystallography problems. Considerable
effort expended in program optimization, together with
the VAX upgrade, has made its use with protein data
feasible, and we have started to apply it to the EcoRV
data. The possibility of incorporating a priori statistical
knowledge of the relative positions of atoms in protein
structures into the entropy expression is also being
examined.

As a minor project, a program has been written to
estimate the helical parameters of points in slightly
irregular helical arrays, in order to ana-Iyze helical sec-
ondary structures in atomic models of proteins and
nucleic acids. This has so far been used to analyze the
a-helices in DNase I and in Rop, and in the latter also
to estimate the superhelical coiling parameters.

A method for three-dimensional reconstruction by op-
timized series expansion (ROSE) has been outlined
in a previous report. By improving the efficiency and
optimizing the algorithms, higher resolution reconstruc-
tions have been achieved. Continued application of the
method to unstained preparations of Semliki Forest
virus (SFV) in vitreous ice fi nally esta blished the struc-
ture of its envelope. The surface of the virus is made
out of 80 trimeric spikes arranged in a T=4 surface
lattice (see Plate 7 (a)). Tomato bushy stu nt virus
(TBSV) has been used to validate the method. All the
features revealed on an earlier reconstruction made from
negatively stained specimens lIsing standard Fourier
methods are also visible in the TBSV model shown on
Plate 7 (b).
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Protein sequence and
structure analysis

A new group headed by Pat Argos joined the Programme
in 1985. The group focuses on searching for homolo-
gies in protein sequences, analysis of existing protein
structural data including sequences and tertiary archi-
tectures, attempts to predict protein structures from a
knowledge of only the residue primary structure, and
development of computer software packages for other
scientists to perform these tasks.

In the present year, attention has been primarily devoted
to the development of techniques to discover distant
relationships in protein sequences. Use of amino-acid
physical and chemical characteristics has been particu-
larly fruitful in increasing comparison sensitivity. Align-
ing distantly related sequences in this way can provide
important information:

(a) identification of the few amino-acids necessary for
the function and structural integrity of the protein:

(b) suggestions for amino-acid substitutions through
site-directed mutagenesis to improve protein function
or enhance structural stability in extreme environmental
conditions:

(c) average predicted secondary structures which can
suggest models for three-dimensional structure or for
the protein's interaction with other molecules as DNA
or RNA: and

(d) improved understanding of molecular evolution.

The residue characteristic method has been automated
and the results can be displayed using colour graphics.

The applications of the comparison technique have
included such proteins as restriction enzymes, seed
storage proteins, site-specific recombinases, oncogenes,
DNA polymerases, transcription factors, haem scaveng-
ing proteins, and the like. In the case of the recom-
binases, three amino-acids out of a possible 400 were
detected as essential for the ability of a virus to integrate
its DNA into that of the host. The collaborators on



the various projects have involved research institutes in
the USA, France, Italy, Federal Republic of Germany,
Australia, and Sweden.

Sequences of integral membrane proteins were also ana-
lyzed. This research centred on easier and more reliable
methods to predict sequence spans that are candidates
for transmembrane helices and on correlation between
genetic intron/exon structures and the resulting protein
architecture.

Future efforts will concentrate on:

(a) development of a software package applying the
homology search technique for distribution to other

laboratories:

(b) analysis of the protein sequence data banks to delin-
eate more clearly the statistical significance of sequence
homology:

(c) improvements in secondary structure prediction
techniques: and

(d) analysis of known protein three-dimensional struc-
tures in an attempt to elicit more general protein folding
rules that will allow prediction of a protein fold directly
from the amino-acid sequence.

G. Hamm
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Additional Research Activities

Neurobiology

Attention is now being focused on the structural. func-
tional and transmitter substance analysis relating to
nineteen pairs of muscles that, during the last two years,
have been analyzed with the aid of computer recon-
struction, serial sections and by intracellular recording
and dye-filii ng. The activity of these muscles in com-
pensatory head movements of the fly is recognized as
constituting a model system of a behaviour common to a
wide variety of animals, including man. Present research
concentrates on:

(1) combined fluorescent microscopy, using a variety of
tracers to label specific neurons in the same brain, to
analyze the relationships between individual motorneu-
rons with special attention to the central representation
of peripheral muscle organization:

(2) combined. fl uorescent or horseradish peroxidase la-
belling and inlmunocytochemistry of identified neurons.
Antisera against GABA and peptides such as proc-
tolin are being employed to determine the transmitter
contents of and unpaired median neuro-
secretory cells extend to coinnervate motor nerves.

studies of multisensory pathways
are elucidating',the relevance of sensory stimuli to iden-
tified muscle gr(Jups and electron microscopy of visual
interneurons is resolving the complexities of neuronal
.ntegration hin identifi ed cireuits.

N.J. Strausfeld
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Identification of genes
defined by mutations

Detailed genetic information is available for many mam-
malian mutations, especially in the mouse, but also for
huma n hereditary diseases. The gene prod ucts and their
functions have been difficult to identify if the defect was
located outside a known gene. The work of this group
is centered on the identification and molecular analysis
of genes only defi ned by mutations.

The TIt complex of the mouse

A system of intrinsic interest that at the same time
serves as a model for any mammalian chromosomal
region is the T It complex of the mouse, located on
the proximal part of chromosome seventeen (about 1%
of the mouse genome). A mutant form of this region
can be isolated from populations of wild mice. These u t
chromosomes" carry recessive lethal mutations defining
genes that probably have developmental roles.

The mutant t chromosomes suppress meiotic recombi-
nation with the wild-type chromosome. Recent work in
collaboration with L. Silver (Princeton) and G. Martin
(San Francisco) established that there is a large inver-
sion in the proximal part of the t complex and confirmed
the presence of another inversion in the distal part.
These results were obtained by using polymorphic DNA
markers to construct high resolution genetic maps of
wild-type and t chromosomes.

Location of unknown genes

To identify genes located between mapped DNA mark-
ers requires a correlation between genetic and physical
dista nces. Pulsed field gradient gel electrophoresis can
separate DNA fragments up to around 2 x 106 base
pairs. If two genetically closely linked DNA probes hy-
bridize to common restriction fragments for several rare
cutting enzymes, it is possible to estimate a maximum
physical distance between the linked markers. Since
this can still be a large distance, a method of i'chro-



mosome jumping" has been developed to bridge the
gap between the markers. One version of this method
uses the restriction sites for a rare cutting enzyme as
starting points to jump either to the next site for this
enzyme or to an intervening more common restriction
site. Complementary to this approach a set of vectors
has been constructed to clone fragments containing
sites for these rare cutting enzymes.

These techniques should fill up the genetic map with
physical reference points and help decide whether chro-
mosome walking is a feasible approach in the search for
a particular gene. Work is in progress both on mutations
located within or close to the mouse Tit complex
region and also in collaboration with other groups on
different human mutations, e.g. Huntington's disease,
cystic fibrosis and Duchenne muscular dystrophy.

A. Frischauf & H. Lehrach
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The Outstation at the DESY, Hamburg

DORIS was particularly reliable in 1985. making it
an excellent year for synchrotron radiation users. The
prospects for 1986 are also good as the damping anten-
nae to be installed during the next year should further
improve the stability of the beam at the high currents
stored during main user shifts.

Fifty visitors used the facilities of the Outstation in
HASYLAB.

At the end of September. the Outstation was reviewed
by a panel of experts. This panel recognized the impor-
tant and unique function of the Outstation for structural
biology in Europe and found that the scientific
output from the Outstation has been very good and in
some cases excellent". The users as well as the staff of
the Outstation and of the detector groups in Grenoble
and Heidelberg can take pride in this assessment since
the largest fraction of this scientific output is based
on their close collaboration on a variety of projects.
The review also marks the beginning of a change in
internal organization which should be completed during
the next year. In this context. a new crystallography
group had been installed and is rapidly expanding. Its
leader. Keith Wilson. has also been elected as speaker
of the Outstation.

The three groups of the Max-Planck Gesellschaft which
are installed close to the Outstation will start operating
in the middle of January 1986. The leaders of these
groups will be H.D. Bartunik. who is leaving the Out-
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station to pursue his research on reaction intermediates.
A. Yonath from the Weizmann Institute. who will con-
tinue to work on the structure of the 50S ribosomal
subunit and E. Mandelkow from the Max-Planck-Institut
fur Medizinische Forschung in Heidelberg. who is well-
known for the results on tubulin polymerization.

The construction of the new Xll in Lab IV is progress-
ing and the main components of the shielding. vacuum
and interlock systems were installed by the end of the
year. The electronic modules for the remote control
system have been built and tested. There remains thus
to install the optical components designed and built in
Heidelberg and the mobile shielding allowing work at
variable wavelengths.

Technical support

The mechanical workshop was active in maintaining
the instruments in HASYLAB and building the new
beam lines in Lab IV. Further. chambers for detectors. a
new separate function monochromator for EXAFS and.
ancillary equipment for several experiments were built.

The available disk space on the computer was increased
to approximately 1 Gigabyte and a new magnetic tape
drive was installed. Network connections were estab-
lished allowing data transmission with Heidelberg and
other laboratories.

Detectors and data acquisition

The parallel electrode detector described in earlier re-
ports and its associated signal processing and read-out
electronics have been completed. Bench tests confirmed
that the two major design goals - a counting rate
capability of 2.5 x 105 photonsjsjmm2 and a spatial
resolution of 0.3 mm - have been reached. During
the coming months. the operational parameters of the
system. which is already used to measure test patterns.
will be optimized.

The development of the data acquisition and processing
system described in previous reports has also been·



continued. The acquisition unit, which has real time data
reduction capability, is in the final stage of implemen-
tation and the software library for the interactive pro-
cessing of two-dimensional patterns using the integrated
colour display processor is completed. A prototype of
the object-oriented dialogue software is running on the
VAX 11/750. Finally, a hardware interface between the
system and a UNIX workstation, as well as a CAMAC
interface have been built.

The high resolution video digitizer developed during the
year is now functional so that the display processor
can also be used for video microscopy applications in
the project on the in vivo formation of actin filaments
mentioned below.

EXAFS (x-ray spectroscopy)

The final major stage of development of the EXAFS
spectrometer was completed this year with the instal-
lation of a new separate face monochromator. This de-
vice overcomes the problems of harmonic contamination
and beam heating encountered with the channel cut
monochromator.

The studies on horse liver alcohol dehydrogenase (in
collaboration with M. Zeppezauer, W. Maret & K. Haas,
University of Saarbriicken) revealed subtle changes re-
lated to water binding around the zinc atom in the
active site depending on the preparative procedures. In
contrast, the structural site, where the zinc atom is
bound to four sulphur atoms, is not affected by the mode
of preparation. The quantitative analysis of the data for
this site indicates that the zinc-sulphur vibrations are
closely related to those in cubic ZnS.

The studies of the reaction prod uct of the anti-ca ncer
agent cis-platinum with adenine-guanine (ApG) frag-
ments and model compounds (in collaboration with
W. Kleibohmer & B. Krebs, University of Munster)
gave information about the interaction of platinum with
nucleotides.

Interpretation of a large number of measurements on
zinc model compounds (in collaboration with U. Simonis

& B. Krebs, University of Munster) points to the need
for an improved theory of low energy electron scattering
for the light ligands often encountered in biological
systems. In this context, calculations indicated that
multiple scattering effects are especially important when.
histidine is one of the ligands.

Further, cluster calculations of the near edge structure
(XANES) were performed. The poor agreement with the
experimental results led to a new physical model which
is now being tested.

Disordered systems (solutions. gels. fibres)

A final version of the read-out and display electronics of
the area detector designed by Christian Boulin (EMBL,
Heidelberg) was installed and a new chamber which
should have a higher efficiency was built by the group
of Andre Gabriel (EMBL, Grenoble).

As previously, the instrument was used for a vari-
ety of solution scattering projects by visiting groups
working on actin polymerization, chromatin, collagen,
intermediate filaments and lipids. The in-house research
concentrated on the effects of various cations on the
condensation of chicken erythrocyte chromatin. Prelimi-
nary experiments were done on keratin and on the in vivo
formation of actin filaments in human blood platelets.

Time-resolved studies on the mechanical properties
of collagen fibres were pursued by the group of T.
Nemetschek (University of Heidelberg) whereas a group
from the University of Bologna (A. Bigi & N. Roveri)
studied very small osteon samples.

Studies on muscle contraction were actively pursued and
several new projects were started. Improvements in the
signal to background ratio in the camera allowed the use
of much smaller specimens consisting of single fibres or
of thin fibre bundles.

The intensity increase of the first actin layer-line which
is directly related to the cross-bridge attachment to the
thin filaments was followed in Limulus and frog muscle
using the area detector.
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The time course of free calcium concentration monitored
by the luminescence of aequorin was recorded simulta-
neously with the changes in the x-ray intensities in fibres
of barnacle muscle (C. Ashley & P. Griffith. Oxford).

B. Brenner (Tiibingen) & R. Simmons (London) studied
the changes in the equatorial reflections from chemi-
cally demembranated fibres from rabbit muscle during
isotonic shortening with a time resolution of 25 msec
whereas R. Goody et al. (Heidelberg) investigated the
kinetics of structural changes in insect flight muscle
following the rapid release of ATP by photolysis of caged
ATP.

The group of H. Huxley (Cambridge) concentrated on
the intensity changes of the actin layer-lines in frog
muscle and J. Lowy & F. Poulsen (Oxford) continued
to study the diffuse scattering pattern.

J. Squire & J. Harford (London) started to investigate
time-resolved x-ray diffraction patterns from fish mus-
cle. The extremely well-ordered myofilament lattice in
this muscle facilitates interpretation of intensity changes
of the myosin-associated layer-lines.

Protein crystallography

Data collection for protein crystallography could only be
done on X31 in HASYLAB during this year. The narrow
bandpass of the instrument was used for anomalous
dispersion on fatty acid binding protein (FABP) and
on the complex a-cyclodextrin BaLI (W. Sanger et al..
Berlin) .

Isomorphous data were collected for several projects
started in previous years including riboflavin synthase
(R. Ladenstein et al.. Martinsried). reaction centre (H.
Deisenhofer et al.. Martinsried). matrix porin (M. Gar-
avito et al.. Basel). bacteriorhodopsin (H. Michel et
al., Martinsried), alpha cobratoxin (W. Sanger et al..
Berlin), human ceruloplasmin and carnation mottle virus
(B.K. Vainshtein et al.. Moscow) as well as the 50S
ribosomal subunit (A. Yonath et al.. Rehovot).
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Further. the low temperature studies on trypsin-
substrate binding were continued in collaboration with
W. Bode (Martinsried).

Finally. tests aiming at improving data collection con-
ditions mainly for time-resolved crystallography were
made using myoglobin microcrystals. These studies will
be pursued during the coming years by the group of
the Max-Planck Gesellschaft under the direction of H.D.
Bartunik.

Since September, a new crystallography group consist-
ing of two staff scientists and two technicians headed
by Keith Wilson is installing itself. The group will
be completed by the recruitment of two further staff
scientists and a technician during 1986.

In-house projects planned to be started in 1986 include
studies of two metal-binding proteins which form an
oxidase/reductase pair in the denitrifying bacterium AI-
kaligenes faecalis. The resolution of the known struc-
ture of the "blue" cupredoxin protein will be extended
towards 1.5 A resolution and analysis of the crystals
of the "green" protein which have been obtained will be
started. using the tunability of the SR source to optimize
measurement of the anomalous scattering.

Crystals have also been obtained of the insecticyanin
from Manduca sexta and the native data were recorded.
The good collimation of synchrotron radiation will be
particularly useful for this project as one of the axes
of the unit cell is very large (312 A). Complexes of
EcoRV coupled with the non-cognate oligonucleotides
will be studied with the group of Demetrius Tsernoglou
at EMBL, Heidelberg.

The crystallographic service on the rapidly tunable beam
line X31 in HASYLAB will continue, and will be en-
hanced by the new Xll in Lab IV as soon as this
instrument is c·ompleted.

M.H.J. Koch



The Outstation at ILL, Grenoble

The work of the Outstation during 1985. as in 1984.
has been influenced by a long shut down of the reactor
of the Institut Laue-Langevin (ILL). which began to
operate again only in September 1985. So more time was
spent this year in analyzing data collected previously
with neutrons. or in activities not requiring the reactor.
This has allowed time for the development of x-ray
work and the setting up of molecular biology techniques.
We have also installed a cold stage on our electron
microscope which makes it possible to study frozen
hydrated samples.

Neutron low resolution crystallography

This method. developed at Grenoble through an EMBL-
ILL cooperation. is well-suited for objects which are
composed of two kinds of molecules (e.g. viruses made
of protein and nucleic acid) and of which the structure
cannot be completely solved by high resolution x-ray
crystallogra phy. Neutron diffraction provides data at low
resolution (usually 16, A). One cannot determine the
position of the atoms. but simply the detailed shapes
of the molecules. By varying the amount of 0 2 0 in
the crystal, one can determine the shape of the protein
component (with 70% 0 2 0) and that of the nucleic acid
(with 40% 0 2 0).

Satellite tobacco necrosis virus (STNV)
(in cooperation with Uppsala University. Sweden)

The structure of this small virus was solved by x-
ray crystaII 0 graphyin UppsaIa. but the datagave no
information on the nucleic acid. an RNA molecule. which

is too disordered. It has been possible using neutron
scattering to get a clear RNA map (see Plate 8). as
well as a protein map. The latter was identical to that
obtained by x-ray crystallography. but smeared by the
low resolution; it showed the protein capsid organized
with an icosahedral symmetry. The RNA. which can very
well be localized inside the capsid. is concentrated on
the edges and on the five-fold axis of that icosahedron.
This is the best information obtained so far on the
organization of RNA in a virus.

Tomato bushy stunt virus
(in cooperation with eNRS Strasbourg)

This is a virus which has also been analyzed by x-ray
crystallography. But in this case both the RNA and also
some 20% of the protein capsid is invisible. This 20%
of the protein was found by neutron scattering to be
localized in the interior. with a gap between it and the
shell found by x-ray crystallography. This gap is filled
with the RNA. The data also show the connections
between the two protein shells.

The matrix porin
(in cooperation with the Biozentrum. Basel)

This protein has been crystallized with detergent. but
so far it has not been possible to solve the structure
by x-ray crystallography (through lack of heavy atom
derivatives). In this case the neutron data could be used
to provide two pieces of information. First data on the
organization of the detergent in the crystal, information
important to improve the method of crystallization of
membrane proteins. The second piece of information
was a low resolution (16 A) model of the molecule. free
of the possible artefacts of electron microscopy. showing
the channels in that protein.

Instrumentation

In the future the low resolution neutron crystallography
will be performed on a dedicated instrument built with
ILL. The instrument is essentially ready for operation.
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PLATE 8

Neutron diffraction studies of satellite tobacco necrosIs
vIrus at 16 A resolution uslno contrast variation. Two
Identlcal vlews are shown:

(a) at 40% D20, the mean match polnt of the proteln;
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(b) at 68% D20, the RNA match polnt. The RNA Is
located Just Inside the proteln coat. Note that density
ls also seen ln the proteln reolon; thls ls due to the
non-unlform denslty of this compound.



In analyzing the data the availability of a graphic display
PS300 (bought in common with ILL) has proved to be
very important and has made possible the interpretation
of our results.

Virus structure and assembly

The effort of the laboratory is now nearly completely fo-
cused on the adenovirus (in cooperation with INSERM,
Lille, France). A coordinated effort is being made, which
incl udes x-ray crystallogra phy and neutron diffraction,
biochemistry and gene manipulation. We are concentrat-
ing on the fibre of the virus and the proteins which are
in contact with it. The fibre protein is recognized by
the cell receptors. We have had crystals of this fibre for
some time, and efforts have been made to improve their
quality, in particular their size. The corresponding gene
is in the process of being cloned. The gene of a viral
protein (IlIa) which in the virus is in contact with the
fibre has been cloned and expressed in E.coli. The IlIa
gene coming from a mutant defective in DNA packaging
is now being sequenced.

The neutron studies previously done (in cooperation
with Leiden University) on influenza virus have been
fully analyzed providing a good structural model of this
virus.

Proteins involved in protein biosynthesis

The work in this area has been on EF-Tu and the
serine tRNA synthetase. The laboratory has produced
perdeuterated EF-Tu from E.coli, which is used at Ox-

ford University for an NMR study of EF-Tu and its
interaction with kirromycin. The EF-Tu from halophilic
bacteria (Halobacterium marismortui) has been purified.
It is active in the presence of high salt, but inactive under
the normal conditions in which the enzyme from E.coli
is tested. The isolation of the gene is in progress.

A strain of E.coli overproducing the enzyme serine
tRNA synthetase has been made. This and the work
with adenovirus mentioned above show our first success
in introducing molecular biology techniques into our
structurally oriented laboratory.

As the oncogene product p21-ras was found to have
strong homologies with EF-Tu, it is now produced in
the laboratory (in cooperation with the Max-Planck-
Institut fur Medizinische Forschung, Heidelberg) to be
crystallized and studied in its deuterated form by NMR
in Heidelberg.

Membrane protein

Membrane proteins are often functional when forming
a complex of several monomers. Usually the number of
subunits associated in the complex is unknown. We are
developing (in cooperation with ILL) a method using
neutron scattering to measure the molecular weight of
such complexes incorporated in a vesicle, itself made
invisible to neutrons by appropriate deuteration. This
has turned out to be more difficult than expected, but
we hope to succeed in the near future.

B. Jacrot
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Administration

Financial situation

Table 1 shows the income and expenditure for 1985.

INCOME

The budget forecast has been met but calls for the
following remarks:

Bank interest

Both the liquid assets and the bank interest rate have
diminished during 1985. In the future these items cannot
be expected to grow. si nce

1) the sum carried forward is smaller from year to year
and
2) the interest rate will probably not increase in 1986.

The Laboratory is looking for better investments with-
out departing from the financial rules.

Staff contributions to pension scheme

The actual amount is less than that budgeted as not all
staff positions have been filled for the whole year and
some staff have been recruited at a grade lower than
budgeted.
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Internal tax

The internal tax is slightly higher than the forecast
although the total staff costs are slightly lower than
budgeted. This reflects that we have paid more basic
salaries than before within the budget. The internal tax
is. however. not strictly proportional to the total staff
costs which include items not subject to internal tax as
for instance removal expenses.

Unpaid commitments and other income

At the end of 1985 these items, including the sale of
internal manufacture and of services. licence fees etc..
have increased in relation to the forecast (total is 1.077
KDM against 637 KDM).

The total income was 259 KDM higher than the budget
forecast.

EXPENDITURE

A very close supervision has permitted the EMBL to
stay under the forecasted expenditure in each one of
the three headings: in total 954 KDM were underspent.
This figure, compared to 3,501 KDM in 1983 and 1,732
KDM in 1984. shows the strict management but also
the progressive reduction of the liquid assets available
to the Laboratory.



Table 1

MAIN ITEMS OF INCOME AND EXPENDITURE DURING 1985

All figures in 1000 DM

Income Budget Actual Expenditure Budget Actual

Carried forward 1,836 1,836 Staff Costs 28,430 28,239
from 1984 (incl. Internal Tax)

Liquidation of Reserve 634 634 Operating Costs 14,700 13,980

National Contributions 38,200 38,200 Capital Expenditure 5,101 5,058

Special Contributions 380 380 Reserve 6 6
Bank interest 650 474

Pension Scheme 820 713
Internal Tax 5,080 5,182

Unpaid Commitments 230 339
Other Income 407 738

Total Income 48,237 48,496 Total Expenditure 48,237 47,283

Reduced Income - 259 Provisions not spent + 954
or committed

Totals 48,237 48,237 Totals 48,237 48,237
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The trends of income and expenditure over 4 years are
shown in Table 2.

INCOME

The contributions of the Member States increased by
8% between 1985 and 1986. This, however, only partly
balances the reduction in income from other sources.
The 1986 budget is only 2.5% higher than the total
expenditure for 1985, a percentage which does not
compensate for the price increase of the main supplies
of the Laboratory. In a stagna nt economic situation, one
of the major concerns of the Laboratory is to look for
additional income. The contributions from new Member
States (Finland. 1984: Greece, 1985: Norway, 1986) are
only one of them.

EXPENDITURE

After 10 years of existence the EM BL is experiencing a
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key period in its history. Firstly staff members are com-
ing to the end of their fixed-term contracts and their de-
parture necessitates the payment of leaving allowances.
At the same time the arrival of new groups of scientists
brings a new creative impulse to the Laboratory.

Secondly the equipment necessary for advanced research
is soon obsolete. however careful the maintenance may·
be. A considerable amount of the laboratory equipment
must gradually be replaced.

Lastly. the basic aims of EM BL are to carry out ad-
vanced research and to create an active centre for teach-
ing and the dissemination of information: that implies
permanent and selective efforts for new investments. In
other words. reserves are diminishing and at the same
time additional income must be sought because the bud-
get increase is smaller than the price increases and the
turnover of equipment necessary for the Laboratory's
activities.



Table 2

THE LABORATORY'S INCOME AND EXPENDITURE OVER 4 YEARS

All figures in 1000 DM

Income Actual Actual Actual Budget Expenditure Actual Actual Actual Budget
1983 1984 1985 1986 1983 1984 1985 1986

Carried forward 4,509 2,834 1,836 1,081 Staff Costs 17,896 20,729 22,344 23,210
from previous year (Net)

Liquidation of Reserve 558 509 634 6 Operating Costs 12,610 12,906 13,980 15,097
Ordinary Contributions 33,200 36,000 38,200 41,217 Capital Investments 5,829 4,957 5,058 5,343

Special Contribution 125 380 380 Reserve 509 634 6
Greece and Finland

Bank Interest 667 725 474 425 Carried forward 2,834 1,836 1,213
to following year

Other Income 744 869 1,077 541

Totals 39,678 41,062 42,601 43,650 Totals 39,678 41,062 42,601 43,650
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Table 3

Budget allotted to the Scientific Programme

1984 1985

PROGRAMMES Expenditure kDM Man/Year kDM Man/Year
Staff Total Staff Total

Cell Biology Staff costs 3.193 3.600
Operating costs 1.243 28.4 59.4 1.740 27 63.3
Ca pital expenditure 293 466
Total 4.729 5.806

Biological Structures Staff costs 3.479 3.205
Operating costs 673 26.9 37.8 695 23 37.8
Capital expenditure 263 135
Total 4.415 4.035

Differentiation Staff costs 5.328 4.151
Operating costs 1.840 42.3 87.1 1.696 35.3 63
Capital expenditure 1.191 459
Total 8.359 6.306

Gene Structure and Regulation Staff costs 600 1.652
previously Operating costs 294 5.9 10.1 1.111 12.7 43.8
Biological Instrumentation Capital expenditure 80 390---

Total 974 3.153
Physical Instrumentation Staff costs 1.479 1.671

Operating costs 304 12.7 15.7 295 13.7 19.1
Capital expenditure 154 266
Total 1.937 2.232

Biochemical Instrumentation Staff costs 914 1.104
Operating costs 394 10.1 13.5 358 9.4 15.3
Ca pital expenditure 351 631
Total 1.659 2.093

continued on page 55
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Budget allotted to the Scientific Programme

1984 1985

PROGRAMMES Expenditure kDM Man/Year kDM Man/Year
Staff Total Staff Total

Biocomputing Staff costs 1.364 1.714
previously operati ng costs 526 13 18 593 15 22.6
Computing and Applied Mathematics Capital expenditure 1.256 1.343

Total 3.146 3.650
Outstation Hamburg Staff costs 2.198 2.442

Operating costs 1.470 21.8 26.3 1.496 23.2 28.2
Ca pital expenditure 554 444
Total 4.222 4.382

Outstation Grenoble Staff costs 2.458 2.982
operati ng costs 1.239 24.1 29.3 1.323 24.6 32.5
Capital expenditure 386 342
Total 4.083 4.647

All Programmes Staff costs 21,005 22,524
Direct Scientific Costs operati ng costs 8,007 185.2 297.2 9,309 183.9 295.9

Capital expenditure 4,526 4,477
TOTAL 33,538 36,310

Indirect Scientific Costs Staff costs 5,264 5,717
and operati ng costs 4,922 65.1 106.4 4,668 67.8 124.8
Administration Capital expenditure 423 582

TOTAL 10,609 10,967
Budget total 44,147 250.3 403.6 47,277 251.7 420.7

Table 3 shows how the expenditure of the scientific programmes developed during 1984 and 1985. The staff costs shown
are gross figures.
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The Council's Working Group - Revision of the
Staff Rules and Regulations

At its meeting on 3rd and 4th December 1985 the
Council of the EMBL agreed that the revised version
of the Staff Rules and Staff Regulations be adopted and
put into effect from 1st January 1986.

This followed nine meetings of the Working Group since
it was set up in 1982.

The revised version introduces the new types of con-
tract granted to members of the personnel and their
application to the various categories of personnel in the
Laboratory. Initially all staff members shall be recruited
on fixed-term contracts of not more than five years
duration. They may be extended for not more than 6
months. or one or more new fixed-term contracts may
be awarded for further periods to cover a total period of
not more than nine years.

Depending on their functions. responsibilities and qual-
ifications. a limited number of staff may. however. be
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offered an indefinite or an "open-ended" contract. The
latter type of contract is at present still largely unknown
in European research establishments.

In the revised Staff Rules and Staff Regulations the
financial and social conditions have been standardized
and legal technicalities were revised. The Table of Con-
tents is more precise and easier to use.

A glossary of the most frequently used terms in the Staff
Rules and Staff Regulations has been compiled to give
the uninformed reader an overview of some important
Rules and Regulations. The Glossary is not. however.
legally binding and thus not a part of or an Annex to
the Staff Rules and Staff Regulations.

The Staff Rules and Regulations contain also a ruling
stating that rights acquired by members of the personnel
under the former Staff Rules and Staff Regulations shall
not be invalidated by the entry into force of the revised
version until the end of their present contract.

K. Muller



PLATE 9

The Pres1dent of the Federal Republ1c of Germany,
R1chard von v1s1t1no the EMBL. On h1s left

Re1nhold Zundel, Mayor of the CIty of He1delbero, and on
hIs r10ht the DIrector-General.
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Official visitors in 1985

28/29.11.1985 Mr. G. Perrin.
Belgian Radio and Television.
Brussels. Belgium

26.02.1985

28.02.1985

18.04.1985

15.05.1985

04.07.1985

12.09.1985
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B. Castelnau. Agence France Presse,
H. Chandet. Paris Match,
A. Coudray. VendredijSamedi/
Dimanche,
C. Kurz, Le Practicien. Impact
and Soins.
L. Laplaine. Le Quotidien de Medecine.
B. Langlois, La Recherche,
M. N'Gueyen. Impact Medecine.
P. Osusky. free journalist,
S. Pourcel-Broutschert. Actualites
Sociales.
J. Savy, Readaptation,
Dr. H. Krautkramer, Siiddeutscher
Rundfunk,
J. Westhoff. free journalist.

The President of the
Federal Republic of Germany.
Richard von Weizsacker.
Dr. N. Schneider.
Ministry of Science and Art
of Baden-Wiirttemberg. and
Reinhold Zundel.
Mayor of the City of Heidelberg

Mrs. D. Cohen & Mr. C. Tudge.
BBC. London

Dr. E. Duda accompanied by
a group of engineers.
Biological Research Centre.
Szeged. Hungary

Mr. B.H. Amundsen.
UArbeiterbladet" .
Oslo. Norway

Dr. Moeckel. Dr. Palomares.
Dr. Perez & Mr. Merck.
Darmstadt

07.10.1985

16.12.1985

18.12.1985

Dr. K. Tanaka. Research Director.
Shionogi & Co. Ltd ..
Research Laboratories.
accompanied by 15 managers of the
BIDEC Industrial Society.
Tokyo. Japan

Mrs. J. Penaud.
Commissioner for questions
concerning French civil servants
working in international organizations.
Paris. France

Mr. R. Kohn.
Member of Parliament of the
Federal Republic of Germany.
Speaker of the FOP (Liberal Party).
Bonn



Guided tours during 1985 11.12.1985 Group of visitors from the
University Hospital, Dept. of Surgery,
Uppsala, Sweden, 50 persons

25.04.1985 Participants of a biotechnology
course, Adult Education, Heidelberg,
25 persons

16.12.1985 Group of schoolchildren of the
Georg-Buehner-School, Frankfurt
15 persons

26.04.1985

30.04.1985

04.06.1985

11.06.1985

12.06.1985

24.06.1985

18.07.1985

30.08.1985

09.10.1985

14.11.1985

Students of the Technical University,
Lund, Sweden, 25 persons

Students of the School for
Social Security employees
Speyer, 18 persons

Students of the
Royal Institutes of Technology,
Stockholm, Sweden, 33 persons

Criminal Investigation Department,
Heidelberg, 23 persons

Teachers of the Technical School,
Section Precision Engineering,
Heilbronn, 12 persons

Students of the International
Study Centre, Heidelberg,
18 persons

Group of schoolchildren of the
Bach-Gymnasium, Mannheim,
23 persons

Students of the Technical University,
Trondheim, Norway, 21 persons

Group of schoolchildren of the
Graf-Anton-Gunther-School (speciality
biology), Oldenburg, 26 persons

Swedish Natural Sciences Research
Council, Biology Committee,
Stockholm, Sweden, 27 persons

Total number of visitors: 316 persons
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Table 4

EMBL STAFF DEVELOPMENT

Category of Personnel December 1983 December 1984 December 1985 Man/Years 1985*

Staff Members 247 253 244 252
Supernumeraries 57 49 47 47
EMBL Predoctoral Fellows 17 25 30 25
EMBL Postdoctoral Fellows 5 8 17 10
EMBO Fellows 11 12 17 17
External Fellows 28 27 36 33
Trainees 7 8 2 9
Visiting Scientists 15 21 16 29

TOTAL 387 403 409 422

The figures show the total employees of the various categories during the month of December 1983, 1984 and 1985.

* The "Staff Complement" of the EMBL is based on man/years and the figures indicate the total number of posts that
were filled in 1985 during the whole of that year.
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Changes In Staff during 1985
STAFF MEMBERS FELLOWS
Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec

J

:,.

14
13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6

i
_-zR

-3 I-

-4
-5 ....
-6 ....
-7
-8
-9 ....

14
13
12
11
10
9
8

6
5

3 1"' __1•.•.• '1 T

... ..
-3 I-

-41-
-5
-6 I-

-7
-8
-9

Number of Staff Members:

01. January 1985 - 254 I Arrivals - 33
31. December 1985 - 244 Departures - 43

Number of Fellows:

01. January 1985 - 70 IArrivals -61
31. December 1985 -100 Departures -31

TRAINEES VISITING SCIENTISTS
Jan. Feb. Mar Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.

.....

10
9
8 I-

7
6
5
4
3

=\ 'Z'

.. •...' gl
-3-41- ..
-51-
-61-

-81-

Number of Visiting Scientists:

01. January 1985 - 241 Arrivals' - 42
31. December 1985 - 16 Departures- 50I

Arrivals - 15
Departures- 21

Number of Trainees:
01. January 1985-
31. December 1985 -

10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
oHbdH..:...:....:L:.ftft17r4
-1
-2
-3
-4
-5
-6
-7
-8
-9
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Director-Genera I

Lennart Philipson

Secretaries

Waltraud Ackermann
Nelly van der Jagt

Internal auditor

Joachim Willert¢

Staff and Visitors

* indicates grou pleaders
* indicates part of the year only
<> indicates part-time work
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Central Laboratory,
Heidelberg

Cell Biology

Programme coordinator

Kai Simons (Senior scientist)

Secretary

Annie Steiner

Scientists

Brian Burke*
Bernhard Dobberstein* (Senior scientist)
Henrik Garoff*
Gareth Griffiths*
Wieland Huttner**
Kathryn Howell*
Eric Karsenti**
Claudia Kondor-Koch*
Thomas Kreis*
Gerrit van Meer
David Meyer*
Keith Stanley*
Graham Warren** (Senior scientist)
Christian Zwieb

EMBL & EMBO Postdoctoral fellows

Daniella Avossa* (Padova)(EMBO)
Daniel Cutler* (Warwick)(EMBO)
Marie-Christine Dabeauvalle* (Heidelberg)
John Davey (Coventry) (EMBO)
Ivanmatteo De Curtis* (Milan)(EMBO)
Marie-Theres Hauptle (Lausanne)(EMBO)
Harald Haymerle (Cambridge)(EMBL)
Wai Chang Ho* (USA)(EMBL)
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Kalervo Metsikko (Oulu)(EMBO)
Laura Roman (USA)(EMBL)
Patrizia Rosa* (Milan)(EMBO)
Jonathan Rothblatt (USA)(EMBL)
Efsthathia Scoulica (Marseille)(EMBO)
Marino Zerial (Paris)(EMBO)

External postdoctoral fellows

Victoria Allan* (York) (Royal Society)
Heather Bond* (Leeds)(Royal Society)
Cristina Crimaudo (Milan)(Miian Univ.)
Carol Featherstone (Birmingham)(Royal Society)
Evelyne Friederich* (Martinsried) (DFG)
Jean Gruen berg (Geneva) (Swiss Nat!. Found.)
Barry Gumbiner (USA) (Helen Hay Whitney)
Elaine Hughson (Sheffield) (Royal Society)
Daria Maldonado* (USA)(DAAD)
Daniela Marazitti* (Pisa)(DAAD)
Paul Melancon (Canada)(NATO)
Maria Laura Scarino (Rome) (Stiftelsen

BIancefl 0 r Boncompagni-Ludovi si
Fodd Bildt)

Yesehak Worku* (Cambridge)(Humboldt)

Predoctoral fellows

Patrick Bauerle* (Martinsried) (EM BL)
Ulrich Benedum* (Martinsried)(DFG)
Annette Hille* (Martinsried)(DFG)
Michael Hortsch (Frankfurt) (EMBL)
Stella Hurtley (Cambridge)(EMBL)
Wolfgang Lauer (Freiburg) (DFG)
Joachim Lipp (Heidelberg) (DFG)
Rafaele Matteoni (Pisa)(EMBL)
Ulrich Seydel* (Martinsried) (DFG)
Sharon Tooze (USA)(EMBL)
Jeremy Toyn* (Cambridge)(EMBL)

Visiting workers

A. Apiano*(Milan)
A. Baars*(Utrecht)
U. D'i\gostini* (Milan)
E. Devaney* (Liverpool)
M. Doree* (Montpellier)



V. Friedrich* (USA)
J .-A. Haffli nger* (Lausa nne)
J. Hare* (USA)
A. Hekmat* (Heidelberg)
J. Herz* (Heidelberg)
I. Ibrahimi*(Jordan)
D. Jenne* (GieBen)
F. Jessen* (Copenhagen)
Raymond Lee* (Canada)
S. Masur* (USA)
J. Paver* (Canterbury)
T. Schulz* (Innsbruck)
K.-P. Zimmer* (Heidelberg)

Technical assistants

Ruth Back
Alix Cockcroft*
Joanne Crowe*
John Dickson
Shamsa Faruki*
Nicholas Flint*
Ursula Holzer
Doris HUbsch*
Elke Krause*
Christopher Marshallsay
Klaus Meese
Annemette Ohlsen*
Ursula Reuter-Carlson
Annette Scharm
Beate Timm
Hilkka Virta
Jane Webb*
Jenny Wellsteed

Supernumeraries

Kevin. Ainger
Barbara Fennick*
Thomas Gabran*
Heinz Horstmann*
Hildega rd Kern*
Cornelia KrUger*
Iris Schafer
Sylvia Sch Uller*
Sieglinde Karin Tinter

Differentiation

Programme coordinators

Jan-Erik Edstrom* (Senior scientist)
Thomas Graf (Senior scientist)

Secretary

Birgit Blanasch

Scientists

Hartmut Beug*
Rodrigo Bravo*
Jean Burckhardt
Patrick Charnay*
Sara Courtneidge**
Ottavio Fasano**
Patricia Kahn
Rolf Muller*
Manfred Renz*
Colin Stewart
Bjorn Vennstrom*
Erwin Wagner*

EMBL & EMBO fellows

Jose Maria Almendral* (Madrid) (EMBO)
Zsuzsa Bosze (Szeged)(EMBL)
Marion Bona*(USA)(EMBL)
Gerard Brady* (Heidelberg) (EMBO)

Caubet* (Paris)(EMBO)
Caspar Grond* (Nijmegen)(EMBO)
Khash Khazaie* (London)(EMBO)
May Penard-Mobayed* (Ivry) (EMBO)
Ulrich RUther(Koln)(EMBO)
Hidetoshi Saiga(Japan)(EMBL)
Hans-JUrgen Thiesen* (Hamburg) (EMBO)
Bernard Verrier* (Lyon)(EMBO)
Martin Zenke* (Strasbourg)(EMBL)
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External postdoctoral fellows

Emmanuelle De Vendittis* (Naples)(EEC)
Juan Santaren* (Madrid)(Fundoei6n March)
Irene Stanley* (Australia)(WHO)
Lindsay Williams* (Leeds)(Royal Society)

Predoctoral fellows

Catherine Boulter (Oxford)(EMBL)
Klaus Damm (Heidelberg) (DFG)
Ulrike Fuhrmann* (Cologne)(EMBL)
Ricardo Galler* (Brasilien) (NatLCounciLf.Sci.

and TechnoL Dev.)
Thomas Jenuwein (Heidelberg)(EMBL)
Patrick Lemaire* (Paris)(EMBL)
Horst Molders (Koln)(EMBL)
Jan Sap* (Leuven)(EMBL)
Fritz von Weizsacker (Bonn)(EMBL)

Students

Albrecht von Brunn* (USA)(EMBL)
Achim Leutz (Heidelberg)(EMBL)
Manfred Neuberg (Heidelberg)

Trainee

Zvi Keren* (Israel) (DAAD)

Visiting workers

D. Bachiller* (Madrid)
D. Engel* (USA)
L. Frykberg* (Uppsala)
N. Iscove* (Basel)
M. Jansson* (Uppsala)
F.-T. Kao* (USA)
I. Lax* (Rehovot)
V. Lhotak* (Prag)
C. Pover* (Lyon)
M. Renz* (TUbingen)
S. Schiitze* (USA)
T. Takemori* (Japan)
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Technical assistants

Pat Blundell
Joep Defesche
Gabi Doderlein
Christa Garber*
Sigrid Grieser
Angelika Heber*
Maria Hecker*
Lynda Henry
Doris Hubsch*
Hildegard Kluding*
Christina Kurz
Heather Macdonald-Bravo
Dagmar Miiller
Kristina Nordstrom
Carina Raynoschek*
Mirka Vanek
Carmen Walter
Regina Zahn*

Supernumeraries

Claire Brady
Cornelia KrUger*



Biological Structures

Programme coordinators

Demetrius Tsernoglou (Senior scientist)
Jurg Rosenbusch* (Senior scientist)

Secretary

Christine Barber

Scientists

David Banner
Hajo Delius*
Jacques Dubochet*
Alan Fowler*
Stephen Fuller*
Michelle Hollecker
Barbara Koller
Kevin Leonard*
Jean Lepault*
Fra nc Pattus*
Dietrich Suck*

EMBL & EMBO fellows

Marino Collarini* (Montpellier)(EMBO)
Jean-Louis Dasseux* (USA) (EMBO)
Alexis Franzusoff* (Zurich)(EMBL)

Nielsen* (Copenhagen)(EMBO)
Malcolm Page* (Newcastle upon Tyne)(EMBO)
Michael Smith (Cambridge)(EMBL)

External postdoctoral fellows

Michael Kokkinidis (Crete)(EEC)
Ronald Milligan* (USA) (Royal Society)

Predoctoral fellows

Ray Brown (London)(EMBL)
Gail Hutchinson (Cambridge)(EMBL)
Christian Oefner (Heidelberg)(EMBL)

Students

Benedicte Dargent (Marseille)(EMBL)
Jean-Luc Eisele* (Lausanne)(EMBL)
Armin Lahmo (Heidelberg)(EMBL)
Harald Lahmo (Heidelberg)(EMBL)
Heidrun Lange*o (Heidelberg)(EMBL)
Patrick Sch ultz* (Strasbourg) (N atI.Serv.)
Bernhard TrauthO (Heidelberg)(EMBL)

Trainee

Reinhold Rauscho (Heidelberg) (EM BL)

Visiting workers

P. Argos* (USA)
R.W. Doms* (USA)
M.-L. Escande* (Toulouse)
H. Hagler* (USA)
J.P. Henry* (Paris)
R. Karlsson* (Basel)
I. Ki ss* (Szeged)
W.H. Massover* (USA)
R. Newman* (London)
I. Pappasideri* (Athens)
K. Petratos* (USA)
J. Posfai* (Szeged)
Z. Sayers* (EMBL. Hamburg)
B. Shapiro* (USA)
J. Teissie* (Toulouse)
S. Trachtenberg* (USA)
C. Ullmann* (Strasbourg)
C. Vorgias* (Ladenburg)
H. Weiss* (Dusseldorf)
J. Witz* (Strasbourg)

Scientific assistants

Alasdair McDowall
Alec Tucker

Technical assistants

Marc Adrian
Randa Badawi*



John Berriman*
Jill Clarke-Berriman*
Marie-Pierre Clement*
Allan D'Arcy*
Brigitte D'Arcy-J uch s*
Charles Ferguson*
Graham Frost
Stephen Heathman
Waltraud Hilscher*
Adrian Kingswell
Hildegard Kluding*
Nadine Martin*

Supernumerary
Thomas Gabran*
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Gene Structure and Regulation

Programme coordinator

Riccardo Cortese (Senior scientist)

Secretary

Heide Seifert

Scientists

Giovanni Cesareni*
Gennaro Ciliberto
Paolo Di Nocera*
lain Mattaj**
Henk Stunnenberg**

EMBL & EMBO fellows

Marc Bally* (Marseille)(EMBO)
Vittorio Colantuoni* (Naples)(EMBO)
Luciana Dente (Naples)(EMBL)
Chiara D'Onofrio* (Naples) (EMBO)
Giovanna Grimaldi* (Naples)(EMBO)
Michael Kazmaier* (Bern) (EMBL)
Domenico Lazzaro* (Rome)(EMBO)
Giovanni Raugei (Berlin)(EMBL)
Maurizio Sollazzo* (Palermo)(EMBO)
Marco Tripodi* (Rome)(EMBL)
Mathias Uhlen (Stockholm)(EMBO)

External postdoctoral fellows

Maurizio Anceschi* (Perugia)(NATO)
Giuliano Bensi (Naples)(EEC)
Maurizio Colombo (Naples)(DAAD)
Franco Felici* (Camerino)(Univ.Camerino)
Lennart Lundberg* (Goteborg) (Swed.Natl.

Board f. techno Devel.)



Paolo Monaci* (Rome) (Ludovisi)
Giovanni Morrone* (Naples)(Min. of Educ.)
Salvatore Oliviero* (Turin)(Min.Publ.lnstr.)
Franco Palla (Palermo)(Min.Publ.lnstr.)
Elda Perlino (Bari)(CNR)
Giovanni Romeo (Bologna) (EEC)
Giovanni Spinelli (Bari)(Min. of Educ.)

Predoctoral fellows

Eis Hardon* (Utrecht)(EMBL)
James Murray (Cambridge)(EMBL)
Giacomo Paonessa* (Naples)(EMBL)
Beate Schwer* (Basel)(EMBL)
Graham Tebb* (Oxford)(EMBL)

Visiting workers

L. Castagnoli (Heidelberg)
C. Cortese* (N apies)
V. De Simone* (Rome)
M. Frain* (Gif-sur-Yvette)
H.J. Hassan* (Rome)
H. Klefenz* (Ludwigshafen)
A. Metspalu* (USSR)
L. Monaco* (Milan)
C. Nobile* (Bologna)
A. Pirozzi* (Rome)
M.G. Pizza* (Naples)
K. Ringstrom* (Uppsala)
L. Roncuzzi* (Bologna)
L. Silengo* (Turin)
L. Spinelli* (Bari)

Technical assistants

Carolyn Blance
John Hughes
David Kirk
Jacky Schmitt*
Susanne Stampfli

Supernumerary

Petra

Physical Instrumentation

Secretary

Wendy Moses

Scientists, Engineers

Michele Albrecht*
Christian Boulin*
Elisabeth Cistac*
Jean Davoust
Arthur Jones* (Senior Scientist)
Richard Kempf
Philippe Leyendecker*
Clemens Storz
Willem Tichelaar
Paul Tucker
Roel Wijnaendts van

Predoctoral fellows

Cecile Butor (Marseille)(EMBL)
Ernst Stelzer (Hagen)(EMBL)

Trainees

Noel Vonthron* (Mulhouse)(DAAD)
Hans Houf* (Eindhoven) (DAAD)

Visiting workers

P. Bayley* (London)
H. Bulsink* (Nijmegen)
E. Garlemalm* (Basel)
P. Jarron* (Geneva)
E. Kellenberger* (Basel)
M. Schilstra* (Leiden)

Technical assistants

Hindrik Elema*
Patrick Labouesse
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Herman Marsman*
Reinhold Stricker
Nick Webster

Supernumeraries

Maximilian Haider
Rainer Pick*

Electronic workshop

Carol Stettner

Luciano Pignotti
Alfons Riedinger
Georg Ritter
Kurt Stroh
Siegfried Winkler

Trainees

Jan Brandt* (Hvidover) (DAAD)
Peter Cafferty* (Darmstadt) (DAAD)
Ofer Levy* (Haifa) (DAAD)

Mechanical workshop

Hans Flosser

Antonis Beloubassis
Leo Burger
Philip Goodman
Mogens Kretzschmer
Franz Peschl
Helmuth Schaar
Otto Wernz
Wolfgang Zengerling

Trainees

Andreas Cafferty (Heidelberg) (DAAD)
Roberto Rocco* (Heilbronn)(DAAD)
Gabor Szebeny (Heidelberg) (DAAD)
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Instrumentation maintenance

Norbert Hassier
Peter Colli ns
Yves Sorensen
Abdullah Sulayici

Trainee

Bruno D'Orazio* (Naples)(DAAD)

Construction bureau

Erich Gilberg**

Michael Bleimling
Marie Posdiena
Petra Riedi nger
Hans Wittmann

Supernumeraries

Jorg Haase*
Thomas Schlicksupp*
Walter Schmitt*



Biochemical Instrumentation

Secretary

Ines Benner

Scientists

Wilhelm Ansorge*
Rainer Frank*
Heinrich Gausepohl
Brian Sproat*
Akira Tsugita**

Predoctoral fellows

Keith Ashman* (Berlin)

Students

Christian Schwager (Heidelberg)
Marcus Trosin<>

Visiting workers

F. Bier* (Heidelberg)
C. Cremer* (Heidelberg)
C. De Preval* (Geneva)
M.P. Gaub* (Strasbourg)
J. Kjems*(Aarhus)
H.-W. Mewes* (Heidelberg)
R. Pepperkok* (Heidelberg)
M. Tadros* (Freiburg)
A. Tatsuaki* (Japan)
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Carl Jone*
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Francis Vilbois*
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Barbro Beijer*
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Programme coordinator

Stephen Provencher (Senior scientist)*

Secretary

Ines Benner

Scientists, Engineers

Pat Argos**
Heinz Bosshard*
Richard Brya n*
Graham Cameron
Chris Carlson
Greg Hamm*
David Hazledine*
Niall Mansfield
Peter McCaldon
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Gunter Stosser*

Predoctoral fellow
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Acad.of Sciences)

Student
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M. Barth* (Martinsried)
M. Beato* (Marburg)
A. v. Beuzekom* (Leiden)
J. Devereux* (USA)
S. Hamodrakas* (Athens)
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A. Nordheim* (Heidelberg)
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Thomas Meinen*¢
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Scientists

Ursula Bassemir
Anna-Maria Frischauf*
Hans Lehrach*
Jurgen Milde
Nick Strausfeld*

EMBL and EMBO fellows

Denise Barlow* (London) (EMBO)
Alister Craig (Leicester) (EMBO)
Frank Michiels* (Brussels) (EMBO)
Lisa Stubbs* (Pasadena) (EMBL/Am.Canc.Soc.)

External postdoctoral fellows

Gudrun Rappold* (Heidelberg) (DFG)
Michael Zimmer* (Gottingen) (DFG)

Predoctoral fellows

Margit Burmeister (Rehovot)(EMBL)
Bernhard Herrmann (Wurzburg)(EMBL)
Gunther Zehetner (Salzburg)(EMBL)
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Siegfried Labeit (Heidelberg) (DFG)

Visiting workers

M. Bender* (Frankfurt)
M. Bucan (Belgrade)
A.-L. Boerressen* (Oslo)
R. Crkvenjakov* (Belgrade)
E. Ehrich* (USA)
U. Francke* (USA)

T. Grunfeld* (Oslo)
H. Hilgenberg* (OsnabrUck)
F.T. Kao* (USA)
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N. Rudiger Nielsen* (Aarhus)
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Fellow
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D. Delia* (Milan)
H. Theissen* (Berlin)
M. Zanetti-Schneider* (Triest)
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Robin Buckland*
Robert King*
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Susan Mottram
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Arnim Weischer
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Christer Baeck* (Goteborg)
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Administration

Administrative Director

Beerblock

Meetings secretariat

Frieda Leenart

Margarida De Azevedo-Wasch
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Outi Aaltonen* (Tampere)(DAAD)

Finance

Johann Brandalik
Robert Brown*
Ulrike Dreiling*
Dagmar Flecker
Norbert Heger*
Janette Hessenauer*
Christina Kjar
Gabriele Mastmeier*
Diana Morr*
Petra Schmidt
Albert StegmLiller
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Susanna Harjula* (Helsinki)(DAAD)
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Torben Poulsen

Catherine Le Pen*
Wolfgang Rather*
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Wolfgang Rather*
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Diana FirthO
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Marianne Remy<>
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Joyce de Bruyn<>
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Fabienne Ecoffey* (Lausanne) (DAAD)
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Debbie Millard* (Bristol) (DAAD)
Sarah Swinson* (Wolverhampton)(DAAD)
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Laura Beckero
Gabi Breun<>
Bettina Schade*o
Josefine Vogel*<>
Kathe Wayer*o
Karl-Hei nz Fleckenstei n*<>
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Anne Coopero
Heide HarneyO
Renate Maier-Baudis*<>
Jean-Margaret Stocker*<>
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Security Service (Supernumeraries)

Hans Riemann<>
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Alex Jansen<>
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Klaus Komanns<>
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Rolf Schade<>
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Waltraud Kiihnle*
Elsa Schmidt
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Karin Herzog
Helga Hohmann*
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Ruth Pfisterer
Hedwig Probst
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Ernst Heinmoller
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Driver

Erich Honig
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Egon Heer

Gardener

Manfred Weingand
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Programme coordinator

Michel Koch (Senior scientist)

Secretaries

EI ke Peters<>
Diane Schmitz<>

Supernumerary

Debbie Millard*

Scientists

Kia us Bartels*
Hans-Dieter Bartunik
Michael Bohm
Jules Hendrix
Christoph Hermes
Yuichiro Maeda
Grigore Nicolae
Kyriacos Petratos*
Robert Pettifer
Zehra Sayers
Keith Wilson*

Maintenance engineer

Hans Ludwig

Technicians and engineers

Peter Bendall
Eric Dorri ngton
Erika Jerzembek
Arno Lentfer*
Sandra McLaughlin
Anne-Marie Michon*
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Nathalie Pipon*
Christine Prothon*
Bernd Robrahn

Mechanical workshop

Herbert Borgwardt*
Thomas Gehrmann
Robert Klaring
Viktor Renkwitz

Driver and Caretaker

Harald Sammet

Supernumerary

Christine Bendall

Predoctoral fellows

David Foulis (Australien) (EMBl)
Christian Karg* (Manchester)(EMBL)
Claus Trankner* (Hamburg) (EMBL)
Maria Carmen Vega (Madrid)(DAAD)
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Erkan Kacmaz* (Hamburg)
Debbie Millard* (Bristol) (DAAD)
Jochen Roper* (Hamburg)
Christian Wangnick* (Freiburg)
Pamela Webster* (Paisley)(DAAD)
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R. Arni* (Berlin)
H. Asai* (Japan)
C. Ashley* (Oxford)
C. Betzel* (Berlin)
J. Bordas* (Daresbury)
K. Brandenburg* (Borstel)
B. Brenner* (Tubingen)
M. Chew* (london)
H. Deisenhofer* (Martinsried)
G. Diakun* (Daresbury)
J. Drenth* (Groningen)
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W. Faruqi* (Cambridge)
W. Folkhard* (Heidelberg)
F. Frolov* (Berlin)
R.M. Garavito* (Basel)
W. Geerken* (Heidelberg)
R. Goody* (Heidelberg)
P. Griffith* (Oxford)
M. Haas* (SaarbrUcken)
U. Hahn* (Berlin)
S. Hansen* (SaarbrUcken)
J. Harford* (london)
G. Henkel* (MUnster)
R. Hilgenfeld* (Berlin)
H. Huxley* (Cambridge)
J. Jenkins* (Basel)
G. Jones* (Daresbury)
W. Kleibohmer* (MUnster)
E. Knorzer* (Heidelberg)
U. Kooystra* (Groningen)
M. Kress* (Cambridge)
R. ladenstein* (Martinsried)
P. Laggner* (Graz)
K. lohner* (Graz)
J. Lowy* (Oxford)
I. Makowski* (Berlin)
W. Maret* (SaarbrUcken)
M. Maslowska* (Berlin)
P. Matsudaira* (USA)
J. McGray* (Heidelberg)
H. Michel* (Martinsried)
K. Muller* (Graz)
H. Nolting* (MUnster)
H. Notbohm* (LUbeck)
A. Pahler* (Berlin)
H. Parge* (Berlin)
M. Potschka* (Gottingen)
K. Poole* (Heidelberg)
F. Poulsen* (Oxford)
G. Rapp* (Heidelberg)
M. Saper* (Rehovot)
J. Schafer* (Martinsried)
G. Schertler* (Martinsried)
I. Schlichting* (Heidelberg)
M. Schneider* (Berlin)
R.B. Simmons* (London)



U. Simonis* (Munster)
J. Sinning* (Martinsried)
J. Sq uire* (London)
G. Suarez* (USA)
H. Sugi* (Japan)
A. Yonath* (Rehovot)
V. Zabel* (Berlin)
M. Zeppezauer* (Saarbriicken)

Outstation at ILL, Grenoble

Programme coordinator

Bernard Jacrot (Senior scientist)

Secretaries

Erica Heyl-Zeyen<>
Maury Simms<>

Trainee
Collette Michael* (Wolverhampton)(DAAD)

Scientists

Anita Bentley
Graham Bentley*
Carmen Berthet
Jean-Marie Bois
Stephen Cusack
Andre Gabriel
Michael Hartlein
Jean-Claude Jesior
Jorg Langowski*
Reu ben Leberman
Bernard Schoot*
David Wild*
Martin Zulauf

Technical assistants

Beatrice Cortolezzis
Dauvergne

Marie-Therese Dauvergne
Mario Lentini
Dominique Madern
Annie Simon
Elisabeth Truche
Pierre Wattecamps
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Workshop Short-term visiting workers

Jean Marc Le Canut<>
Joseph Sedita

EMBL fellow

Jadwiga Chroboczek (Warschau)(EMBL)

Predoctoral fellows

Bruno Antonsson* (Heidelberg) (EMBL)
Guinet (Grenoble)(EMBL)

Jean-Yves Sgro* (Grenoble)(EMBL)
Kristian Weckstrom (Helsinki)(EMBL)

Students

Thomas Ahl* (Aarhus)(French Governm.)
Arnaud (Grenoble)

Ademarlaudo Franca Barbosa* (Brasil)(French Governm.)
Jean-Pierre Quivy* (Grenoble)
Christophe Verdier* (Grenoble)

Trainees

Frederic Beaumont* (Grenoble)
Alain Larroze* (Grenoble)
Isabelle Vandome* (Lyon)
Rita Schuster* (Aix-Ia-Chapelle)

Supernumeraries

Claude Manson*
Armelle Novelli*
Monique Romero*
Florence Viard*

Medical service

Dorte Lehmann

Long-term visiting workers

Martine Cuillel (Grenoble)(INSERM)
Christiane Devaux (Lille)(INSERM)
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H. Eisenberg* (Rehovot)
R.M. Garavito* (Basel)
H. Heumann* (Martinsried)
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H. Inoue* (Tokyo)
H. Michel* (Martinsried)
A. Miller* (Edinburgh)
K. Nierhaus* (Berlin)
J. Parello* (Montpellier)
S. Perkins* (London)
M. Pineri* (Grenoble)
M. Satre* (Grenoble)
M. Schnarr* (Stra'sbourg)
M. Sosinsky* (USA)
M. Takahashi* (Strasbourg)
G. Tebb* (Oxford)
D. Wade* (Grenoble)
A. Wlodawer* (USA)
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Chairman

Vice-Chairmen
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Finance Committee
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Finance Committee

Prof. J. Weil (France)

Prof. J. Drenth
(Netherlands)
C. Patermann
(Fed. Rep. Germany)

R. Leclerc
(France)

B. Ecoffey
(Switzerland)
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Seminars-Heidelberg

R. Grosschedl (Cambridge, Mass.)
Control of tissue specific expression of im-
munoglobulin genes

P. Sionimski (Gif-sur-Yvette, France)
Interplay of the nuclear and mitochondrial
genomes in the expression of mosaic genes

G. Thomas (Basel, Switzerland)
EGF mediated phosphorylation of ribosomal pro-
tein S6 in Swiss mouse 3T3 cells

H. Kuhn (Zurich, Switzerland)
Light activated energy cascade in rod outer seg-
ments

P. Argos (W. Lafayette, Ind.)
Homologies and anomalies in amino-acid se-
quence comparisons with special reference to
viral RNA-dependent polymerases and the ras
gene proteins

C. Watts (Cambridge, U.K.)
Recent studies on receptor endocytosis and the
endosome compartment

W. Hoffmann (Seattle, Wash.)
Molecular analysis of protein secretion in yeast:
investigations with the help of gene fusions

J. Rothman (Stanford, Calif.)
Reconstitution of the budding and fusion of
transport vesicles in a cell-free system

R. Davies (Oxford, U.K.)
Molecular analysis of X linked diseases

P. Dotto (Cambridge, Mass.)
Control of replication of bacteriophage F1

I. Mattaj (Basel, Switzerland)
Transcription and nuclear segregation of Usn
RNAs

J. Tschopp (Epalinges, Switzerland)
Pore-forming proteins involved in complement
and T-cell mediated cytolysis

M. Kirschner (San Francisco, Calif.)
Regulation of the cell cycle during early Xenopus
development

M. Kirschner (San Francisco, Calif.)
Interaction of microtubules with cellular organiz-
ing centres

H. Stunnenberg (Basel, Switzerland)
Histone gene regulation and vaccine development

C. Terhorst (Boston. Mass.)
Structure and function of the T cell receptor-T3
complex

R. Langridge (San Francisco. Calif.)
Interactive molecular graphics:computer-assisted
insight and reasoning in three dimensions

G.R. Stark (London. U.K.)
Control of gene expression in interferon treated
cells

H. Noll (Evanston. 111.)
Characterization of adheron from sea urchin em-
bryo: a new cell organelle responsible for cell
contact

J. Wilson (Houston. Texas)
Mechanisms of non-homologous recombination
in mamm-alian cells

P. Starlinger (Cologne, Fed. Rep. Germany)
Evolutionary aspects of plant transposable ele-
ments

W.H. Moolenaar (Utrecht. Netherlands)
The generation of ionic signals by growth factors
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M.G. van Heel (Berlin, Fed. Rep. Germany)
Ribosome structure investigated by statistical
image analysis of electron micrographs

S. Edelstein (Creteil, France)
New approaches to electron microscopy and im-
age reconstruction for studies of proteins in fi-
bres, sheets and crystals

Yves Bouligand (Ivry-sur-Seine, France)
Liquid crystals in biology

A. Engel (Basel, Switzerland)
Quantitative scanning transmission electron mi-
croscopy

J.A. Reynolds (Durham, N.C.)
Kinetic and thermodynamic factors in reconstitu-
tion of lipid vesicles

T. Hunt (Cambridge, U.K.)
Maternal messenger RNA and mitosis

P. Shaw (Geneva, Switzerland)
Gene expression during development of mouse
parotid

J.E. Dahlberg (Madison, Wisc.)
Developmental control of small nuclear RNA
genes

C. Tanford (Durham, N.C.)
Mechanism of active transport across mem-
bra nes

C.W. Hilbers (Nijmegen-, Netherlands)
Structure of the ribosomal 30L protein deter-
mined with 2-D Fourier transform NMR

E. Amman (Marburg, Fed. Rep. Germany)
Expression of Herpes simplex virus type I anti-
gens in E.coli

R. Joho (ZUrich, Switzerland)
V-region genes of B-Iymphocytes and T-
lymphocytes
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I. Campbell (Oxford, U.K.)
NMR in biochemistry - a review

R. Huber (Munich, Fed. Rep. Germany)
The structural basis of light harvesting and pho-
tosynthetic light reactions in bacteria

J. Skilling (Cambridge, U.K.)
Maximum entropy data analysis

T. Blundell (London, U.K.)
Evidence for gene duplication from the 3-
dimensional structures of proteins

D. Engel (Evanston, 111.)
Red cell gene regulation out of control
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Towards a molecular mechanism of muscle con-
traction

F.A.N. Asselberg (Geneva, Switzerland)
Construction of tissue culture cell lines express-
ing Hepatitis B surface antigen

R.D. Allen (Hannover, N.H.)
Organelle transport along microtubules - investi-
gations by image processing techniques

R. Kopito (Cambridge, Mass.)
The primary structure and the transmembrane
orientation of the erythrocyte anion exchange
protein

J. Weissenbach (Paris, France)
Structural analysis of the human Y chromosome
with specific DNA probes

L. Isaksson (Uppsala, Sweden)
Mutant analysis of translational accuracy

M. Weiss (Gif-sur-Yvette, France)
Regulation of expression of the albumin gene

M. Sheetz (Farmington, Conn.)
Molecular basis of organelle movement



F. Caron (Gif-sur-Yvette. France)
Diverged genetic codes in protozoans: the case
of Paramecium

J. Teissie (Toulouse. France)
Approaches of the molecular processes involved
in the electric field mediated cell fusion

R.M. Bertina (Leiden. Netherlands)
Hereditary deficiencies of the anticoagulant pro-
teins. protein C and protein S

J. Rothman (Eugene. Or.)
Genetic analysis of yeast vacuolar protein local-
ization

B. Daneholt (Stockholm. Sweden)
The 3-D structure of a specific hn-RNP particle
as examined by computer-based electron micro-
scopical tomography

M.Z. Atassi (Houston. Texas)
Immune recognition of protein

R. Karlsson (Basel. Switzerland)
Linear filtering of structure factors in x-ray crys-
tallography

P. Gruss (Heidelberg. Fed. Rep. Germany)
Genetic elements controlling the differential ex-
pression of eukaryotic genes

J. Langowski (Hannover. Fed. Rep. Germany)
Optical methods for the analysis of DNA dynam-
ics

R. Di Lauro (Naples, Italy)
Structure and cell-specific expression of a cloned
rat trycoglobulin gene

F. Tato (Rome, Italy)
Specific effect of viral oncogenes on the expres-
sion of differentiated functions

P. Bayley (London, U.K.)
Mechanism of microtubule assembly in vitro

B.E. Wojcik (New York, N.Y.)
Viral DNA synthesis in chinese hamster cells
temperature-sensitive for cellular DNA synthesis

C. Mummery (Utrecht. Netherlands)
Growth factor receptor expression in mouse em-
bryonic stem cells

R. Henderson (Cambridge. U.K.)
Progress in structural analysis of purple mem-
brane

P.D.van Heiden (Tygerberg, S. Africa)
Myosin and troponin genes in developing muscle
cells

M. Karin (Los Angeles, Calif.)
Environmental and hormonal control of mam-
malian gene expression

W. Ostertag (Hamburg, Fed. Rep. Germany)
The mos oncogene and its effects on stem cell
differentiation

M. Muramatsu (Tokyo, Japan)
Regulation of mammalian ribosomal RNA gene
tra nscri ption

O. Smithies (Madison, Wise.)
Insertion of DNA sequences into the human chro-
mosomal ,B-globin locus by homologous recombi-
nation

W. Kuhlbrandt (London, U.K.)
Crystallization and structure analysis by electron
microscopy of the light harvesting complex LHC
II from green plants

B. Shapiro (Seattle, Wash.)
Regulation of cellular behaviour by transmem-
brane ionic fluxes coupled to enzyme activity: the
sperm prepares to fuse

K. Peters (New Haven, Conn.)
Macromolecular membrane domains in endothe-
lial capillaries
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M. Hunkapillar (Foster City, Calif.)
High sensitivity protein sequencing

E. Soini & T. Lofgren (Turku, Finland)
Use of time-resolved fluorescence of lanthanide
chelates in biology

G. Vriend (W.Lafayette, Ind.)
Atomic structure of common cold virus: immuno-
genicity, cell entry and homology with polio and
food-and-mouth disease viruses

W.W. Franke (Heidelberg, Fed. Rep. Germany)
Molecular topology of the intermediate filament
desmosome complex

M. Furusawa (Tokyo, Japan)
Production of human alpha-interferon in silk-
worm using a Bombyx mori nuclear polyhedrosis
virus vector

P. Walter (San Francisco, Calif.)"
Structural and functional studies on the signal
recognition particle (SRP) and its receptor

A. Jeffreys (Leicester, U. K.)
Hypervariable minisatellites and DNA finger-
prints

S. Ohnishi (Kyoto, Japan)
High gradient magnetic separation of endocytic
vesicles and secondary Iysosomes containing spe-
cific ligands

B. Jordan (Marseille, France)
HLA class I molecules: from gene cloning to
structure-fu nction analysis

H. Bedouelle (Cambridge, U.K.)
A model of synthetase/tRNA interaction as de-
duced by protein-engineering

R.B. Freedman (Canterbury, U.K.)
Protein disulphide isomerase and the formation
of native disulphide bonds in secretory and mem-
brane proteins
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H. Fritz (Martinsried, Fed. Rep. Germany)
DNA mismatch repair and site-directed mutage-
nesis

P.A. Sharp (Cambridge, Mass.)
Splicing and polyadenylation of mRNA precursors

N.H. Colburn (Frederick, Md.)
Genes and signal transduction in tumour promo-
tion

E. De Robertis, (Basel, Switzerland)
Homeoboxes in frogs

G. Wiche (Vienna, Austria)
High-M r accessory proteins of microtubules and
other cytoskeletal filaments

D. Tollervey (Paris, France)
Yeast small nuclear RNAs and rRNA processing

C. Paige (Basel, Switzerland)
The molecular and cellular characterization of
clonable pre-B cells

H. Michel (Martinsried, Fed. Rep. Germany)
The structure of a membrane protein complex: a
bacterial photosynthetic reaction centre

P. Harrison (Sheffield, U.K.)
Ferritin structure and function

M. Bianchi (Milan, Italy)
Formation of heteroduplex DNA by RecA protein

D. Hanahan (Cold Spring Harbor. N.Y.)
Oncogenesis in transgenic mice

H.-D. Klenk (GieBen, Fed. Rep. Germany)
Influenza virus mutants defective in intracellular
transport



Seminars-Hamburg

J. Lepault (EMBL, Heidelberg)
Electron microscopy of biological specimens in
their native aqueous environment

H. Deisenhofer (Martinsried, Fed. Rep. Germany)
The three-dimensional structure of the reaction
centre from Rhodopseudomonas vitridis: func-
tional implications

T. Butz (Munich, Fed. Rep. Germany)
Intramolecular reorientational motion in trypsino-
gen by perturbed angular correlations

R. Kozlowski (Crakow, Poland)
The structure and properties of vanadium oxide
su pported catalysts

I. Debusschere (Louvain, Belgium)
Principles of CCD operation and their application
for x-ray and particle detection

H. Asai (Tokyo, Japan)
Ca-induced contraction of vorticella stalk

D. Broomhead (Malvern, U.K.)
Fractals and growth

C. Betzel (Berlin, Fed. Rep. Germany)
High resolution refinement of the enzyme pro-
teinase K using SR-radiation

K. Petratos (EMBL, Heidelberg)
The crystal structure of cu predoxi n from Alcali-
genes faecalis

Seminars-Grenoble

M. Dubois-Dalcq (Bethesda, Md.)
New methods to study viral assembly in the cell

P. Schurtenberger (Zurich, Switzerland)
Quasi elastic light scattering and NMR self dif-
fusion of aqueous bile salts lecithin solution

Ph. Devaux (Paris, France)
ATP requirement for lipid asymmetry in erythro-
cyte membranes

V. Luzzati (Gif-sur-Yvette, France)
Structure et polymorphisme des lipides bipolaires
d' archaebacteries thermo-acidophiles

J .C. D'Haluin (Lille, France)
Genetique de I'adenovirus: assemblage et
replication

M. Grunberg-Manago (Paris, France))
Regulation de I'expression des genes des amino-
acides tRNA synthetases

R. Cortese (EMBL, Heidelberg)
Cell specific expression of cloned genes

S.J. Edelstein (Ithaca, N.Y.)
Recent developments in electron microscopy of
fibres, sheets and crystals (e.g. microtubules.
S-haemoglobin)

J. M. Seigneuri n (Grenoble, Fra nee)
Immortalisation des lymphocytes par Ie virus
d' Epstei n-Barr
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M.J.L. Popot (Paris, France)
Reconstitution of the crystalline purple mem-
brane from purified fragments of bacteri-
orhodopsin

M. Chabre (Grenoble, France)
Transducin and the amplifying cascade of vision

P. Metcalf (Cambridge, Mass.)
Structural study of trypanosome variant surface
glycoprotei n

F.U. Gast (Hannover, Fed. Rep. Germany)
The role of elongation factors for the speed and
accuracy of the ribosomal elongation cycle. ex-
periments and computer simulations
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Courses 1985

The following courses and symposium were held at the
EMBL in Heidelberg in 1985:

EMBL Course FEBS Course

EMBO Annual Symposium 1985

8-13.7.1985

EMBO Courses

10-14.6.1985

23.6-3.7.1985

14-22.8.1985

26-31.8.1985

1-13.9.1985

3-11.11.1985

MICROINJECTION AND
ELECTRO-TRANSFECTION
OF CELLS
W. Ansorge

DNA SEQUENCE ANALYSIS
J. Devereux (USA) & G. Hamm

EXPRESSION CLONING
K. Stanley

COMPUTER IMAGE
PROCESSING of
ELECTRON MICROGRAPHS
K. Leonard

ELECTRON MICROSCOPY
OF VITRIFIED SPECIMENS
J. Dubochet, M. Adrian,
J. Lepault & A. McDowall

MOLECULAR BIOLOGY
OF TUMOUR VIRUSES
P. Rigby (U.K.), A. Levine (USA),
N. Wilkie (U.K.), B. Vennstrom
& R. Muller

SITE-DIRECTED MUTAGENESIS
R. Cortese & G. Winter (U.K.)

23.9-2.10.1985

15-19.9.1985

THE ANALYSIS OF MEMBRANE
TRAFFIC IN VITRO
D. Meyer

GROWTH FACTORS, RECEPTO'RS
AND ONCOGENES
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Collaborative Projects with other Laboratories

Staff member

Cell Biology

K. Simons

K. Simons

K. Simons

K. Simons

K. Simons

K. Simons
K. Howefl

K. Howell

T. Kreis

T. Kreis

T. Kreis

G. Griffiths

G. Griffiths

G. Griffiths

W. Huttner

W. Huttner

W. Huttner

W. Huttner

W. Huttner

W. Huttner
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Collaborator

G. Hansson

R. Janzer

G. Knoll & V. Verkleij

D. Louvard

B. R'oelofsen &
J. op den Kamp
L.Orci
J. Ugelstad

A.H. Dressel

H.F. Lodish

G. Scapigliati & V. Pallini

H. Hilz

M. Marsh

S. Kornfeld

I. Mellman & A. Helenius

P. De Camilli, G. Fumagalli
& A. Zanini
J. Mallet

F. Lottspeich

B. Hovemann

H.-J. Fritz

H.-P. Hohmann &
G. Gerisch

Laboratory

University of Goteborg, Goteborg

University College London, London

University of Utrecht, Utrecht

Institut Pasteur, Paris

University of Utrecht, Utrecht

of Geneva, Geneva
University of Trondheim

University of Heidelberg

Whitehead Institute for Biomedical Re-
search, Cambridge. Mass.
Sci avo Research Centre, Siena

University of Hamburg, Hamburg

Chester Beatty Institute, London

Washington University, St.Louis

Yale University. New Haven, Conn.

University of Milan, Milan
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